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Casting a new eye on angling

Off the Scale
I was recently reminded that you cannot be
judgmental about a particular aspect of angling,
or life in general, unless you have experienced it
at least once. A couple of weeks ago my friends
and I set forth for St. Mullins on the tidal River
Barrow after the intriguing Twaite shad. Whilst
my comrades were old hands at fishing for this
migratory member of the herring family, I was not
- in fact, you may be surprised to hear, it was my
first attempt at fishing for them.

I had naively made my mind up many years ago,
after a brief, coincidental, visit during the ‘shad
run’ that I did not like what I saw - a long line of
anglers not ten yards apart casting lures to the
far bank, jostling with each other for the best
positions. This May I changed my mind, and I’m
delighted I did! Once immersed in the event the
line of anglers became nothing more than a happy
addition to the morning’s fishing. There was
great banter, in-depth discussions and, of course,
a slightly childish competitive streak as to who
landed the biggest fish! Enthusiastic anglers from
all backgrounds, from all over the country, had
lined the riverbank and embraced the occasion.
It gave me further hope that in the near future
all anglers might come together for their love of
fishing and ensure our pastime and environments
are better protected and preserved for all to
enjoy...
This issue, as always, tries to cater for all anglers,
coarse, game, sea and anywhere in between.
Pike, salmon, carp, trout, Twaite shad, stingrays,
roach and wrasse are all featured, along with our
Exposure photo competition and independent
tackle reviews by an angler, for an angler.
Lets hope the weather keeps improving and that
we all get out fishing a bit more - I know I need to,
for sure! Enjoy the issue and see you next time
Bill Brazier, Editor
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About our page navigation
Navigating through the magazine is easy! Simply
click or tap the white buttons at the bottom of
the page, or use the keyboard arrows

There is certainly
something in angling
that tends to produce a
serenity of the mind.
Washington Irving
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Baltic beasts
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If

you have any interest in watching
pike fishing videos on YouTube then
you’ve more than likely watched some of
the fantastic clips posted by the Swedish
fishing channel Kanalgratis. If not, then
I highly recommend that you get the
Chromecast fired up, grab yourself a cup
of coffee and get ready to be inspired
to go fishing! These clips are all about
fly-fishing or lure fishing for Swedish
pike and are almost invariably filmed
around the archipelago of the Swedish
Baltic. Now, it might seem strange to
go pike fishing on what is indisputably
a sea, complete with marine species
like herring and jelly fish, but strange
as it may seem, the Baltic Sea, although
saline, has a tolerably low level of salt
which allow fresh water species to exist
and, in fact, thrive. In this peculiar marine
environment species of fish like bream,
tench and roach co-exist with vast shoals
of Baltic herring swimming amongst the
seaweed - of course keeping a sharp eye
on all of this are the famous Baltic pike.

the products from the latest catalogue
through their paces and to test some
potential fishing tackle for the program
for the coming year. The Swedish Baltic
is the ideal venue to test fishing tackle;
it’s a rugged fishing environment with
long days of continuous casting and,
generally speaking, non-stop pike action,
putting kit and fisherman to the ultimate
test. Trolling is forbidden in this part
of the Baltic and bait fishing, although
perhaps worthwhile for those who have
the patience, is just not really my scene.
Baltic pike are super-aggressive and will
react to virtually all kinds of artificial
presentations, I say ‘react’ because
multiple follows, taps and bangs without

hook-ups are all part of the ‘Baltic
experience’!
This year, as in previous ones, I
met with my fellow Iron Claw team
members and Baltic veterans Jens
and Andreas who had driven over
from Germany with their boat in tow,
a swanky aluminium Sylvan job with
a 60hp Yamaha to push it around the
archipelago. We met up in Gothenburg
and had a few hours’ drive directly
across the country in the direction of
the famous fishing camp at Västervik.
Home base was on a small but adequate
complex of holiday cottages right on
the shores of the Baltic. Once we had

stocked up on supplies and launched
the boat we caught up with some old
friends and another fellow Iron Claw
team member Gino, who lives full-time
at the camp. As with a lot of these trips
timing is everything and the last thing
a travelling angler wants to hear is
‘you should have been here last week’
but, according to Gino, the Baltic pike
had already began to spawn and he
had boated some real pre-spawning
beauties a couple of weeks previous.
So, yet again, our timing was less than
ideal it would seem. Last years trip also
coincided with the bigger pike losing
their appetite to love. Would it be the
same this year?

A swanky Sylvan to push us around the archipelago

I’ve been fortunate enough to be a
regular visitor to the Swedish Baltic
a number of times over the past few
years and I can only describe it as a pike
fisher’s and nature lover’s paradise.
These waters literally teem with fish
of all kinds and, in turn, the pike have
become both numerous and large.
These days I make at least one annual
pilgrimage to Sweden with my fellow
Iron Claw team mates to put some of
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Pike spawn - once again the timing
of our trip was less than ideal
For our first day out on the water all
seemed promising enough, and within
a few minutes we were making contact
with fish. I had been trying out some soft
plastic baits that I was asked to test by a
friend and the pike had a real enthusiasm
for the ‘Filby shad’ by Wayne Fletcher.
The pike themselves were generally of
a small size but at least we were having
some good sport. We also had some
new rods and prototype reels to test
and, along with new lines and lures,
we had lots of new toys to put through
their paces - well, someone has to do it!
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As ever our ‘old faithfuls’
like the Phanto Glide and
Illusive Swerkbait were a
big hit with the Baltic pike
and new lures to this years
program like the Gadfly
shad and Cheeky shad
accounted for a great many
fish. However, it seems we
had once again mis-timed
our trip to some extent. The
bigger pike were reluctant
to hit lures with any great
conviction and although we
made contact with some
real Baltic monsters the
encounter was often all too
brief. These fish have an
inexplicable and uncanny
ability to avoid getting into
the net. Delicate bites and
violent head shakes are no
friend of the pike angler
and these pike have all the tricks down
cold. We lost a great deal of fish to these
antics, but that’s all part of the game.
Another factor to contend with was
the changeable Swedish Baltic weather
which played its hand on a couple of
days. With the wind being too strong to
venture to some of the more promising
spots on one of the days, we had to be
content with fishing small sections of
the home bay. But, as luck would have
it (or rather, not), a Baltic seal was also
taking refuge from the ‘white horses’
and rough weather in our section of

A typical range of baits we use on the Baltic
trips - gliders, swimbaits and soft plastics
the bay. That put paid to any chances
of connecting with the bigger fish in
this ‘hotspot’. With gulls dive-bombing
and fish scattering for cover there was a
real feeding frenzy going on alright, but
it wasn’t good news for us - you simply
won’t out fish the natives, no matter
how good your baits or methods are!
Hexed by the spawning issue, the very

changeable conditions and, of course,
Herbert the seal (well, we weren’t going
to call him Sammy!), there really is only
one thing to do; cast till your arm hurts
and when you’re done casting, make
another cast! Ultimately, its lure-time
in the water that gets the fish and that
really applies to all pike fishing regardless
of where you are in the world.
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A very welcome, well conditioned pike but we saw fish much bigger than this on our trip!
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It may seem at this point that I’m
compiling a list of excuses. However, the
truth is that we caught and encountered
an awful lot of fish, probably far more
than we could ever realistically expect
to catch on our home waters. The fact
is that the Swedish Baltic is absolutely
heaving with pike and once you employ
the right tactics you can expect a real
pike workout.
Once again we had more or less nonstop action throughout the trip and we
watched some crazy pike (and perch!)
doing some crazy stuff in the crystal
clear waters of the Baltic. In some of the
spawning bays pike spawn could clearly
be seen clinging to what little vegetation
was available. In other bays it was easy
to watch a dozen or so pike swimming
around in small groups, seemingly
completely uninterested
in
any
presentation we could offer. Frustrating
yes, fascinating certainly but boring? definitely not. How often do you get to
just watch pike in gin clear water?
Still, it’s called pike fishing, not pike
watching and really the goal was to find
some pike that actually wanted to eat.
Over the years we’ve come to conclusion
that to get the best results for this
particular scenario coloured or tinged
water was best. Now, the archipelago
of the Swedish Baltic is an incredibly
complex network of thousands of islands,
reefs and bays and although there’s
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certainly no shortage of pike, trying to
locate the bigger, feeding fish can prove
a serious challenge. We had narrowed it
down to around four separate areas that
we knew had consistently tinged water
and from previous trips each of these
zones had all produced big pike!
There was a nice section of the home
bay which was convenient and always
worth a cast or two (provided Herbert
wasn’t about!), however further out in
the archipelago our lives were not made
easy. Two of the other sections had
restrictions; one was an intimate little
cove with coloured water that had began
to show great promise last year until the
local land owner rowed out to our boat
and in a typical Swedish manner politely
told us that they were ‘his fish’ and that
the cove was private. This year he’d gone
as far as to make himself a ‘PRIVATE’
Fishing right through the rain produced a few of these

Did I happen to mention
the changeable weather?!
sign, so that was now out of bounds and our
options were getting a bit more limited.
Then just around the corner, along a large
weed bed that had produced a lot of good fish
for our group in the past (a bay now known to
us as ‘150 meter bay’, due to the nudist couple
that want all craft to remain a distance of 150
meters from their property!), produced no
real pike of note for any of us this time. By all
accounts the view there wasn’t a pretty sight
anyway! So, on to the fourth ‘tinged-water
hot-spot’; a cove, tight in the archipelago
through a small network of channels. Last year
we’d seen some great fish up in the shallows
in this cove so we knew it had potential and
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Yes, that’s seaweed on a pike lure!

were determined to give it a fair go this
trip. This bay did start to show off some
of its bigger residents and we made
contact with some great fish but the old
clever Baltic madams knew the tricks
and hearts were broken yet again.
The one thing that really stood out
to our group this year was the amount
of perch that we encountered. In almost
every section that we fished, shoals of
perch would show themselves by either
chasing our lures or swimming away as
the boat moved over them. On previous
trips to the Swedish Baltic I’ve brought
basic perch gear as I feel the place has
huge perch potential, however this year
I hadn’t really loaded up any specific
perch kit. These fish did seem mad keen
on chasing large, gliding jerkbaits so I
decided to test them on some smaller
gliders. The perch really went for them
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and in a few
minutes I had
them lining up
to hit my mini
jerkbait. Oddly
enough though,
Andreas
had
a few more
modestly-sized
plugs in his box
and I thought
he’d clean up
with those, but
they seemed
to prefer the
jerkbait for
some strange reason. Not that
I was complaining.
In an hour or so,
some really
handsome
B a l t i c
p e r c h
w e r e
netted.
Typically
with
the
perch in the
Baltic they were
vividly marked and fought
like little tigers. Perhaps
one day I’ll make a
specific trip for perch?
They’re certainly a
worthwhile target and
can provide fantastic sport

and I’m absolutely convinced there are
some real giants in there.

A typical, vividly-marked
and greedy Baltic perch

The archipelago of the Swedish Baltic in
an incredible place to visit. It’s absolutely
brimming with pike and, even with the
basics of modern lure or fly tactics, an
angler can realistically expect to catch
a lot of pike per day. Lures of all kinds
will get results, however, for good
consistent sport think ‘shallow’.
A great tactic is casting tight to
marginal rushes and retrieving
your lure back out over the shelf.
For this I’d recommend a
good selection of jerkbaits,
swimbaits, tailbaits and
lightly-weighted
jigs.
Deep-diving crankbaits
and heavy soft plastics
are not a lure type
I typically tend to
bring too much
of on Baltic trips.
The fishing itself
can be hectic
and the weather
very changeable,
so plenty of
fluids,
sunblock and good
waterproofs
are advisable. I
generally
tend
to visit the greater
area around the town
of Västervik, which is south of
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Two pike at a time is easy on the Swedish
Baltic, I just wish they were bigger!

Stockholm on Sweden’s eastern coast.
I’ve stayed in cottages around a half
hours drive from the main town of
Västervik in www.bjulebo.com which
offers good quality traditional cabin
accommodation. In previous years I have
also stayed at the main fishing camp in
Västervik
(http://www.fishingcamps.
se) which also offers first class cabin
style accommodation and boats with
electronics of a very good standard. No
fishing licence is required for this part of
the Baltic but do remember that trolling
is not allowed. The best times of year
would be from April (depending on the

Gino with one of his
better fish for the week

local winter) right through to mid or late
autumn. At certain times of year, specific
areas are restricted where anglers are
not permitted to go, such as Sea trout
spawning bays in autumn. However, the
Swedish Baltic is so vast that this isn’t
really an issue, it’s just something to be
aware of and it’s best to get local advice
on any restrictions that might be in place.
But for the most part it’s uninterrupted
pike action, even if you don’t always get
them in the boat.
If fishing in beautiful, wild surroundings
for crazy and volatile pike is your thing
then a trip to the Baltic coast of Sweden
is in order. One thing’s for sure, you’ll
want to go back. Perhaps I’ll see you
there!
Yes,
seaweed
on a pike
Teamthat’s
Iron Claw
having
breaklure!
from the fishing. Daft hats are optional in Sweden!
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Skitt fiske!
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Salmon
through the
seasons

By Jason Nash

Photography by Jason Nash & friends
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O

ver the past number
of years Atlantic salmon,
the king of fish, have
returned home to their
natal rivers and streams
in diminishing numbers.
Gone are the days when
if a river was in flood
you were guaranteed,
without doubt, a good
run of fish. Spring time
has seen the biggest
decline, and only time
will tell if we ever see a
significant resurgence
in the magnificent
spring salmon. For new
comers to angling and
old hands who have
been at the game a long
time, salmon fishing can
at times be less than
rewarding. Many hours
spent on the river bank
with all manner and
combination of flies and
lures flung, countless
miles driven and yet so
often you can end up empty handed.
However, when eventually you feel
the tug on the end of your line, any
barren spell is rapidly forgotten. Salmon
fishermen are eternal optimists, they
are never down and out for too long!
When trying to put your fly or lure over
a salmon, picking the right location on
your river is more important now than
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ever. With lower numbers
running into our rivers, it is imperative
that particular stretches are targeted at
specific times of the year and in varying
heights of water.
Knowledge of these stretches can
only be garnered by putting time and
effort into fishing the river throughout
the year. In my experience it is

different heights of water. Even when a
river is down to its bones, it always pays
to visit the venue, be it
with a rod in your hand
A swollen lower river where fish will
or not. Viewing a pool
run through early in the year. But is
in low, clear water with
there a lie or two worth fishing over?
a good pair of polarised
sunglasses will show
you where fish are lying
in presently low water
(usually the deepest
part of the pool or just
off the head of it) and
where they are likely
to be lying when the
water is higher (behind
rocks, shallower pieces
of water, tail of pool etc.)
Bass lure fishermen are
masters at inspecting
their fishing marks and
salmon fishermen can
learn a lot from them
in this respect. From
checking shore marks at
low tide for rocky areas
and their associated
gullies, to fishing them at
different stages of the tide
at different times of the
year, all of which can be
beneficial to select certain pools to
easily related to salmon fishing.
fish at individual points spanning the
length of the river, i.e. higher, middle
and lower river. These pools can be
“Salmon fishermen are
chosen from familiarity, reading catch
eternal optimists, they
reports, word of mouth or simply
are never down and out
because you feel confident in the area.
for too long!”
Post-selection, understanding of these
pools comes from inspecting them at
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Most rivers these days have some
sort of water height gauge. These
are a very important tool and can be
seen at certain points along a river or
in some instances are available from
online websites (such as the OPW’s
www.waterlevel.ie). When you begin
to catch salmon (or indeed any fish), a
very useful exercise is to make a note
of where you caught the fish, the time
of year and river height. Once you build
up enough height/catch statistics you
will be able to see a trend and this
will go a long way towards selecting
where a cast should be made on future
excursions. Barring some disturbance
to pools by major gravel movement or
erosion during winter floods, salmon
will rest in specific lies year after year
at a particular height. Paying attention
to this detail will be reflected in better
catches, if, of course, fish are there to
be caught in the first place.

Spring
As mentioned earlier, it is vital that
stretches from the upper, middle and
lower river are fished. In general, these
areas fish best at different times of the
year. When you think of spring fishing
you think of high, cold water. Early
running salmon are no slouches and will
race up towards the headwaters when
conditions are suitable. As soon as the
river begins to fine down after a spate,
the upper river is where a cast will
produce the best chance of the most
sought after prize in salmon fishing;
a springer. Fish, having come this far,
will tend to stop more frequently and
longer as they run from pool to pool.
Usually, when fishing lower down river
in the spring, a blank is the result more
often than not. The best time to fish
the middle to lower river in the early
spring is when the water is very low. If

A sea liced grilse caught in
late spring on the lower river
timed with the incoming tide
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Fast water at the head of
a pool is a good place to
pick up a fish in low water

you know particular lies where
fish may briefly stop then fish
these in conjunction with a
high tide. Provided fishing is
permitted, grab the chance to
go for a throw below a weir if
one is present. Salmon won’t
traverse a weir unless the water
is over 5°C or it has a fish pass.
In cold weather, a couple of
hours before and after midday
is prime time for fishing as

“Bass lure fishermen
are masters at inspecting
their fishing marks and
salmon fishermen can
learn a lot from them in
this respect”
whatever sun may be present could be
enough to raise the water temperature
a little and encourage a fish to take.
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Summer

Given a rise in water levels salmon will run at any given opportunity, with the
first flood after a drought being a great time to see them traversing weirs
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Exiting late spring and
entering summer, the
angler can begin to spend
more time in the middle
and lower reaches. Salmon
will still be running for the
hills when the water is high
but will not be so hasty as it
comes to normal level. With
daylight hours growing and
the water becoming warmer,
salmon will take to migrating
up river more often during
nocturnal hours. Experience
shows that salmon will
usually settle in pools during
the day and take residence
on the lies which the angler
will have noted when the
water was low or from
previous catches. This is a
good time for a fisherman to
keep on the move and skip
from one area to the next.
Pods of salmon will be spread
out and spending too much
time in one pool can prove
futile as it may be empty.
Fish the lies as you so wish
and then move onto the next
spot. If the river is running
clear and relatively low then
morning and evening are the
best times to go for a cast,
however if it is cloudy with
a mild breeze the afternoon
could also be productive.
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Autumn
Later on in the
year, fishing the
upper river is not so
productive. Yes you
will catch salmon
if you have a flood
or the water isn’t
too low and warm,
but most of the
fish this far upriver
will have coloured
up and should be
handled with care.
Best practice is
to release these
salmon as they are
gravid, close to
spawning and are
of little culinary
value. They are
much more
valuable on the
spawning beds
then they are on
the plate at this
stage. The best
Low water holding up salmon below Galway Weir
chance of a fresh,
tide-run salmon
are going to be
on the lower river. Newly arrived fish
and provide some sport before the
like to hold up alongside their staler
season is over for the winter again.
cousins which may be in the system
all summer. If fish are proving hard
If you are fishing unfamiliar territory
to tempt, a useful factor to take into
on new waters, hiring a professional
consideration is water temperature. A
fishing guide is a most recommended
drop in temperature can sometimes
option. This person will know the river
wake fish up from their lethargic state
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intimately and should be
able to point you in the right direction in
whatever conditions you are presented
with. However, it is not an impossible
task to fish a river for the first time and
be successful. Putting into practise all
you have learnt back home, keeping an

eye on catch reports in order to time
your visit correctly, concentrating on
your fishing and persevering can bear
fruit. Luckily enough, last February on
Donegal’s River Drowes persistence paid
off for me in the form of a beautiful
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The water is too low for
fishing in this pool on the
Bandon River, but will be
worth a throw in a flood
as salmon are running

sea-liced springer of 7lbs straight
off the tide. Having flogged the
upper river the first day, hopping
from pool to pool, the second day I
picked my spot and stayed put. The
pool I chose was very comfortable
to fish and my thinking was that any
fish running would come past me
at some stage during the morning.
With the pool being relatively
shallow there was an increased
chance my lure would brush the
nose of a sprinting springer. After
two previous runs down the pool it
proved to be third time lucky as my
patience paid dividends.
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At the end of the day, you can
walk down to the river at any
random spot and have a fish on
the bank first cast. However, for
consistent sport over a long period
of time, in all varieties of river
conditions and through all periods
of the fishing season, studying and
scrutinising separate areas of a river
will certainly bring you more fish.
Fish with a positive attitude, remain
confident and the fish will eventually
follow.

C&R - it’s not always
possible but when it is
always try and unhook
your fish in the water

Until next time, tight lines
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The

Off the Scale angling photography competition is back!

Angling is about so much more than just catching fish. It is the other moments
experienced whilst by the water that often live longest in our memories. Strange
occurrences, funny goings on, nature at it’s most beautiful or dangerous; this is what
we are all privileged to when out fishing.
Have you captured one of these amazing moments through a lens? Or even on your
phone? Well then, why not enter your chosen shot into our Exposure competition for
a chance of winning some great prizes?!
Send your image (one per person) with a few details including the camera used to
editor@offthescaleangling.ie or send us a message on Facebook or Twitter. In the
interest of fairness, heavily-edited or filtered images will not be accepted.
Happy snapping!

Again we have had some great, interesting and different images
submitted for this issues’ Exposure competition. Thank you one and
all for your interest!
Receiving such a variety of shots, it proved tricky to pick the top
three prize winners but we got there in the end. All three anglers
will receive a fantastic tackle voucher from our generous friends
at Main Irish Angling to spend as they wish, online or in store- €50
for 3rd prize, €75 for 2nd and €100 for our winner!
Please flick over to the next page to see a selected slideshow
of some excellent angling-related photographs from this issue’s
competition and to see our Issue 4 winners!
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Irish carping:
it’s all relative
By Bill Brazier

Photography by Bill Brazier & friends
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Ever since I caught my first one by
accident as a youngster, carp have
been my most-loved fish. This was long
before carp fishing was trendy in Ireland
and also before the seemingly endless
procession of books, DVD’s, magazines
and even tackle companies devoted
solely to the species. My obsession
was borne out of sheer fascination for
what, at the time, was a comparatively
rare fish in Irish waters; at a time when
the average coarse angler on the bank
would struggle to name more than
half a dozen lakes containing carp on
the entire island. More did, of course,
exist but the vagueness and secrecy
surrounding their whereabouts meant
tracking them down was like trying to
complete a jigsaw with most of the
pieces missing! But that was all part of
the fun.
Fast forward almost twenty years
and a lot has changed in Ireland, not
least the fishing. Carp now seem to
be appearing all over the place in low
numbers and there are an increasing
amount of commercial fisheries with
high densities of the fish. Most Irish
coarse anglers have seen and often
caught carp by now - they are infinitely
more accessible than they once were.
So, am I saying this is a bad thing, do I
lament the ‘good old days’ of less carp
and less carp waters; is it a case of
recollecting through rose tinted glasses?
No, not necessarily, for, in my opinion,
there is so much mystery still attached
to the majority of carp in Ireland and
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that is, largely, what drives my angling
as a whole.
These days I would like to consider
myself an all-rounder, not a particularly
competent one but an enthusiastic one
nonetheless. Coarse, game, sea – the
tags most anglers insist on using to
divide our beloved pastime – are all
practiced avidly, but carp remain my
favourite, the one fish that, if given
some preposterous, hypothetical
ultimatum, I would try to catch above
any other for the rest of my days.
However, I can almost hear many
uttering, ‘in Ireland, why bother with
carp?’

For the unfamiliar, carp, as a species,
have been present in Ireland in one
form or another for centuries – at least
since the early 1600s, if not before.
Our contemporary stocks largely derive
from populations whose ancestors
existed in the early to mid-1900s. They
have persisted in the wild in various
locations, both naturally and with the
help of human movements, with the
sole purpose of surviving to an age at
which they can reproduce and spawn
the next generation. Unlike practically
every other country containing carp,
no dedicated breeding programmes
have ever been conducted in Ireland
to encourage faster growth rates or

larger ultimate sizes – what is termed
scientifically as ‘artificial selection’.
The carp have been pretty much left
to their own devices and in nature,
achieving big weights (such as those
we are bombarded with from the
UK media on a daily basis) is not an
advantage. All that matters to them
is to grow to a size at which they can
avoid predation and then breed. This is
what wild creatures are programmed to
do. Of course, there are other reasons
why the vast majority of carp in Ireland
struggle to reach weights above 20lb
– a home-grown ‘twenty’ still being a
dream fish for most carp enthusiasts.
Genetics play a large role (which is what
is manipulated and altered in a stock of
fish through artificial selection), as does
environment and climate.

All tucked away on an old
forgotten lake, not certain how
many carp exist or how big the thrill of the unknown
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prize? However, the optimist, or more
precisely the realist, sees beyond mere
pounds and ounces and perceives
the carp in Ireland for what they are
– another beautiful, mystical fish. It
doesn’t matter how small the carp is
compared to anywhere else because it
is what it is. The old angling adage of
‘you can only catch what’s in front of
you’ rings true here. Incidentally, it is
worth noting that Irish specialists who
target other coarse species such as
bream and tench, both of which grow to
literally twice the size in England, rarely,
if ever, complain or worry that their
catches don’t measure up in contrast

A throwback to 2008. It weighed
13lb 8oz. Not huge, even by Irish
standards, but how could any
true angler be disappointed with
a fish like this?

Another scaley mirror from more
recently of 19lb+ - I really didn’t
care about the weight though!

As already touched upon, being our
immediate neighbours and unarguably
among the carp capitals of the world,
Irish anglers are acutely aware of the
fact that most coarse species (especially
carp) grow far larger in England and
mainland Europe. With the advent
of social media, in addition to the
more traditional angling press, one
cannot avoid seeing pictures of men
and women holding up carp of 30, 40,
50, hell, even up to 80 or 90lb carp
on an incredibly regular basis. Sure
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this is mesmerising, after all one of an
anglers best qualities is dreaming of
that monster fish, but there is no doubt
that it presents a grossly exaggerated
version of reality, particularly for anglers
based in Ireland. Quite simply, carp do
not grow as big in Irish lakes and ponds
as they do in England or France, and it
is completely ridiculous to compare the
two. Any angler who catches an Irish
carp and is disappointed at its size in
relation to its overseas brethren should,
I think, re-evaluate why exactly they

are targeting carp (or any fish for that
matter) in the first place.
I try to look at life in general as
objectively as I can and my world of
fishing is no different. A defeatist or
an angling pessimist would look on
carp fishing in Ireland as a waste of
time because the carp are too few and
too small to warrant a second look.
Why bust a gut to fish an Irish lough
for session after session to ‘only’ have
a meager double figure fish as your
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Again, I’ll stress that when talking
about carp fishing in Ireland we need
to be objective. I have been very
fortunate in my life to have fished
some truly special waters around the
country in search of Cyprinus carpio,
catching by design from almost thirty
venues and counting. Lakes where
the only company you may have for
a whole year worth of trips amounts
to the local farmer and the wildlife
sharing the water with the fish; lakes
where the fish have no names; lakes
where the weights of the fish aren’t
recorded in a log book and aren’t
known before the carp is even in the
landing net; lakes where the carp have
survived for years and years on natural
diets and where there exact numbers
are complete conjecture; lakes where
the carp are often uncaught or rarely
captured, immaculately conditioned
and look like they have been carved
from a piece of wood. There can be
little doubt, we are truly blessed with
some of the best looking carp in the
world. Where else, I ask you, would
you be able to find such unknown and
unspoilt carp fishing in this day an
age? Not many places, I assure you.
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With many of the above in mind
being a reality on a great many venues
around Ireland, does the weight of
the carp truly matter? Not to me it
doesn’t. Sure I love the thought that
the next bite could be from some
unseen leviathan, and purposely fish
some waters where this is a possibility,
but often it doesn’t diminish the
experience if such a creature fails to
materialise. Every venue is different
and should be treated as such. Is
catching 20lb carp from a lake with
lots of twenty pounders any more of
an achievement than a 10lb’er from
a venue with very few doubles? As I
said, you can only catch (or try to!)
what is in front of you.
One particular lake I have fished on
and off since childhood contains just
twenty or so carp in nearly ten acres
of rich, weed-filled water. From years
of observation (and some captures!)
I am fairly sure that only (only!) two
or three fish over 20lb swim there,
but that does not detract one bit from
enjoying my fishing. They are the
biggest carp in that lake, and are still,
nationally, large carp. Most notably
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of all though is that they are extremely
hard to catch, regardless of size, and
offer an incredibly rewarding challenge.
Surely this is one of the most important
aspects of fishing – the thrill of the
chase?
Another venue I have fished a great
deal in the past has never produced a
bona fide twenty pounder – a common
characteristic of many lakes in Ireland.
However, the fishing is hard due to
a low stock of fish, high natural food
levels, profuse weed growth and poor
bank access, also a common trait of
Irish lakes! The carp though are as wild
as any in the country, born and bred
in their natural environment
and invariably look absolutely A spawned-out mirror from a lake where the
fantastic. Despite landing
biggest fish is barely mid-doubles. There is
many the mystery is still there
so much more to fishing than sheer size...
though and some of the stock
is still uncaught due to a lack
of angling pressure. Seeing a
rather large common (once
and only once) just yards
from me in shallow water a
number of years ago, which
could not have weighed any
less than 25lb, is one of the
memories that keeps my
love affair with Irish carp
angling alive and kicking – the
unknown.
And it is this unknown
quantity that Irish carp
fanatics should treasure,
not castigate, in my view.
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Oranges, ochres, golds,
yellows, reds - endless shades.
We are blessed in Ireland with
some truly beautiful carp

Take Inniscarra Reservoir in Co. Cork
for example. Over a thousand acres
of water with an unknown amount of
carp to an unknown size, quite possibly
over the existing Irish record and most
people’s personal bests, with very little
carp angling presence. If this water
was in the UK, for example, it would
be cherished as the last great frontier
of carp angling, as would many of the
other venues dotted around Ireland
that harbour carp, most of which are
untapped and unknown. Anglers in the
UK, if the ones I know are anything to
go by, are crying out for waters such as
this, and we have them in comparative
plenty. Sure, the physical size of the fish
may be much smaller but
the carp fishing experience
is surely greater?
Please don’t misinterpret;
I am not bad-mouthing UK
or modern carp angling
scene, just stating some
home truths. I realise that
there are waters in every
country that are secret,
unfished, unpressured
and allow anglers to fully
immerse themselves in a
true angling Nirvana. We
are just fortunate in Ireland
to have more of them
than most. I am also not
insinuating that we should
all be happy fishing for
10lb carp forever, far from
it. Presently there is an
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There’s a carp in there somewhere!

increasing number of club-controlled
waters around the country which
are beginning, through sound fishery
management (something not really ever
applied by the authorities to Irish lakes
containing carp), to produce bigger and
bigger carp. The same can be said of
Northern Ireland, too.
The more recent importation of
a new strain of carp from England
(Neil Hardy Aquatica Ltd., aka
Carp4Restocking) will undoubtedly see
regular carp captures from selected
lakes exceed the 30lb barrier in the
near future – due not only to the

aforementioned improved management
but also as these carp have been bred
specifically to grow fast and to grow
big! Fortunately, Tony Campbell and co.
have chosen to produce carp that both
grow well and look simply incredible.
Meadow Lodge Fisheries, near
Maynooth, Co. Kildare, one of Ireland’s
most popular carp waters, have a stock
of French carp which have bred and
grown at their lakes and these fish are
also developing quickly and attaining
impressive weights – some are real
lookers also!
For sure, we are at a turning point

The dream for many, an Irish-strain
twenty. Nationally it is a big fish
and should be celebrated as such

After the unknown at a very well known spot
- carping at Lanesborough this spring!
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The future...

for Irish carping. Carp will
get larger, be they Irish,
French or English strains,
or crosses somewhere in
between. Undoubtedly,
in parallel with the rest of
the world, fishing for carp
will continue to increase
in popularity, as will the
number of lakes providing
good sport.
Whether we ever see
carp grow to the sizes of
their cousins or become
as easily accessible as
elsewhere remains to
be seen, but, please, I
suggest you keep one
thing in mind about Irish
carp angling – it’s all
relative!

“You can only
catch what’s in
front of you”
For a (very) detailed
look into the fragmented
history of carp in Ireland
consult Brazier et al.
(2012) ‘A History of
Common carp (Cyprinus
carpio) in Ireland; a
review’ at the following
link: http://oar.marine.ie/
handle/10793/811
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sprays, Pure Natural
kit now in stock!

Visit us:
Unit 23 Orion Business Centre,
Ballycoolin,
Blanchardstown,
Dublin 15
Phone us: 01-8991185

Email: info@mainirishangling.com

www.mainirishangling.com
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‘Big pit’ reels
on a budget

ent
d
n
e
p
Inde
Tackle reviews by
Ben Carvosso

MITCHELL AVOCAST
7000 - RRP €90-100
First up this issue is a reel is the Mitchell
Avocast which comes in 7000 and 8000
size. I started out fishing with Mitchell
reels back in the 1980s when they were
in vogue. The work horse 300 series
was, I think, one of the best ever selling
reels in history and I still have a couple
that work to this very day. They were
most famous for their clutch which was
a far cry from some of the front drag
reels around today. Smooth wasn’t a
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word associated with them, however,
there wasn’t much that could go wrong
with them, and they sold by the bucket
load.
Fast-forward thirty years and Mitchell
have been overtaken in the reel
department by big hitters like Shimano
and Daiwa, but they still know how
to make a good reel. I hadn’t bought
a Mitchell since the 300, but when I
picked up one of their new Avocast
big pit/sea reels, I was impressed by
the look and feel of it and its very

reasonable price
tag. I decided on
grabbing a pair to
use for some long
distance pike work, but in the back of
my mind I wasn’t expecting too much
from them.
A year later after putting them through
their paces and giving them a good
bashing, they are still working as well
as they did when I took them out of
their box. Like a lot of big pit reels, I
suspect these were originally made

for the beach fishing market, but
seeing how big the reel business has
become among the cult carp circuit,
they, like a lot of companies, have
marketed their large reels as ‘big pits’.
For the price tag, you can’t expect to
get the lightness and superior finish
of something like a top end Shimano
Technium or Daiwa Basia, but what
you will get is a quality reel
which has superb line lay from
its slow oscillation, giving them
excellent casting ability.
Cranking back big deadbaits
from range is not a problem
and I haven’t experienced
any wobble in them. The
clutch is super smooth and it
goes from free running to lockedup in less than a turn.
Penn, who now come from the same
Pure Fishing stable, have pretty much
the same reel out as well in two guises.
The Surfblaster (which was its initial
release) is well known among sea
anglers as a work horse of a reel and
displays the same reliability. Penn
then gave the Surfblaster a make-over
and released the Affinity and then the
Affinity Black Limited edition, purely
aimed at the carp market. These have
been selling extremely well and reports
coming back are very positive amongst
the carp fraternity.
Penn’s next move has been to release
a baitrunner / freespool version which
I have not had the pleasure of checking
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100%
breathable

Superb line lay
out yet, but from reading some reviews,
these are set to be just as popular.
Whether the new design is as robust as
the originals, we will have to wait and
see, but they do look the part and I may
have to have a look at one when they
hit my local tackle shop.
One gripe I have had with the reels is
the lack of a spare spool and the fact
that they were initially not as freely
available as one would like. It is only
recently I have seen them for sale
online and have not been able to get
them in my local tackle shop. I find
spare spools for any reel a must-have
as they are used for different situations,
but at this price point, you can’t really
argue too much.
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So if you are in the market for an
entry level big pit reel and want some
reliability then I would seriously take a
look at these babies. For around €100
RRP you can’t really go wrong.

For more details click or tap here

REDINGTON SONIC
PRO WADERS - RRP
~ €340-350
A lot of my fishing sees me in a pair
of waders and they have become an
integral part of my kit more and more
in recent years as I have diversified

from just sitting on a bankside on my
chair to many other styles of angling.
From wading around the beaches of
Sligo in search of sea trout, to standing
waist deep in the local salmon and
trout rivers to scrambling through the
margins of lakes getting to inaccessible
swims, they have become a must have
part of my kit.

Over the years I have used many
different pairs of waders with varying
degrees of success and failure. At the
moment I have three different sets in
the fishing shed and they all have their
uses. My bog standard Snowbee rubber
waders are the ones I crack out if I am
planning on getting dirty or heading
through some really thick stuff as I don’t
mind too much if they get damaged.
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I also have a pair of neoprene waders
which I found myself in most of the
winter as they do tend to keep me
warm when out deadbait fishing and
sitting static in my comfy chair.
I decided last year to get some really
good quality breathable stocking foot
waders and thought I would have a
chat to my late father, Peter, about it.
He seemed to get through two or three
pairs a year with all the game fishing he
did. However last year he said he had
gotten a pair of the Redington Sonic Pro
and that they had lasted a whole season

without leaking or ripping.
Heeding his wise words, I decided to
invest in a pair in the hope they would
last me for many years to come. Now
I usually like to give any product I
am testing at least a season before
reporting back on it, but thought I
would give a quick review on these and
maybe come back down the line and
see if they have gone the distance.
Reading the blurb before I got them,
reinforced why my dad’s had lasted
so well. They are made from an ultradurable abrasion resistant material
that is triple layered and covered in
something called DWR (durable water
repellent). Unlike a lot of waders they
don’t have any stitching that can come
apart at the seams literally. They go
through a process of ultrasonic welding
coupled with double taping and a glue
which makes a very strong and abrasion
resistant seam.

The material is 100% breathable which
has been great when walking long
distances as there is nothing worse
than sweating in waders. Although they
fit very snuggly, I haven’t found my
movement restricted in any way and
this is down to the articulated seams.
They have a waist belt which helps give
them that snug fit and is also handy
for hanging a net off, and fleece lined
pockets on the front to keep the hands
warm.

Perfect for
game, coarse
or sea
Compared to my rubber and neoprene
waders, these feel incredibly light and
you would sometimes be mistaken that
you are in a pair of waders. Of course
when you buy stocking foot waders
you need a boot to go with them. I am
currently using some old Simms G3

FOX PREDATOR PIKE
ROD 3.25LB - RRP ~
€100

Pockets
inside and out
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I know we are meant to be more or
less out of season for pike fishing now
(not looking out the window – brrrr!),
but I thought I would give a quick write
up on the latest pike rods from Fox. I
picked up a pair of the new Predator
deadbait rods at the start of last season

Guide boats which have been around
the block a bit but are still holding
together. I may invest in some new ones
shortly and the great thing is that they
are universal, so you can choose from a
wide range of makes and styles to suit
your budget.
As I said previously, I will come back to
these at a later date to see if they have
done all they have promised but for the
time being I am mightily impressed with
them. From looking online and talking
to a few tackle dealers they seem to
vary in price, but I picked up a pair from
Glasgow Angling Centre for £249 which
works out at around €340 before adding
wading shoes. If they last then I think
they should be a very good investment.

For more details click or tap here

after seeing them
advertised online.
With not having
much information
to go on, I thought
I would take a risk
with them. I have had some
really good rods from Fox over the
years, from the Mick Brown range
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of deadbait rods to the current cork
handled Horizons I use for carping. Not
having much information to go on, I
thought I would take a risk with them.
I have had some really good rods from
Fox over the years, from the Mick Brown
range of deadbait rods to the current
cork handled Horizons I use for carping.
I have a thing about cork handles and
really am not too fond of abbreviated or
shrink wrap versions, so this limits my
options when buying rods as only some
manufacturers go down this route or at
least give the option. Thankfully Fox have
been pretty good in this department
and have offered cork handles to most
of their latest rods like the Warriors,
Horizons and Rangers.

Over the past couple of seasons I have
managed to smash quite a few Pike rods,
and was starting to get a bit peeved off
with the whole thing. Both a Greys and
a Sonik rod only lasted a session each
before they exploded in my hands and
although I don’t think I am particularly
rough with my gear, I do expect them to
be able to hoof a decent sized deadbait
without breaking.

slim, I have not had any worries or
creeks from them when launching
baits to the horizon.
The action from them is not quite
as fast as the last pike rods Fox
released, the hugely popular
Warrior Deadbait, and is a bit more
progressive, and I find that
they cast deadbaits big
and small very
well.

With this in mind I decided to up the
ante a little, and go a little heavier than
the previous 3lb test and get some 12ft,
3.25’s. Fox have included some 2.75lb
rods in the range and I may pick some up
before next season for shorter
range fishing. They have a really Slim blanks and
nice matt finish to them and
cast very well
although the blank is quite

One area where the Predators have come slightly short
is with the reel seat as they seem to have a small bit of
play when I have loaded them up with both Shimano
Baitrunners and the Avocasts. This was an issue they
had before with their Heavy Deadbait rods back some
ten years ago, and although it is not a huge problem on
the Predator rods, you can still notice it at times.
I can’t comment too much on their playing abilities as
sadly my pike season wasn’t that fruitful, but with the
few fish I did come across, the rods performed as you
would want them to. They cushioned any lunges and
I didn’t seem to get any hook pulls but they had the
backbone to turn pike when I was fishing close to some
moored boats.
They have a tasteful understated finish and use their
own Slik guides which are robust enough and rarely
crack unlike some others I have used in the past. Their
price tag is pretty reasonable and they won’t break the
bank at around the €100 mark, depending where you
shop.

For more details click or tap here
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Stockists of quality
Game, Carp, Pike,
Coarse and Sea tackle
065-679 7450

sales@fishingtackleireland.ie

Rods | Reels | Lures | Flies | Lines
Fresh Bait | Accessories | Vouchers

Open Monday to Saturday 9.30am-5.30pm
& until 7pm on Thursdays
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Killinarden Angling Initiative
Words by Bill Brazier

Photography by Bill Brazier & KAI

Shaping the future...
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The pastime of angling, as many of us know all too well, is very addictive.
Many of us indulge ourselves as often as we can as a means of escaping
everyday life; to relax; to get closer to wildlife in a modern world
continuously spiralling away from Nature. But, incredibly, angling is so much
more influential than this. It has the power to unite people, to educate
and even to change entire lives. In today’s so-called civilised, democratic
society many feel let down and often abandoned by the ‘system’, left with
little hope or inspiration to try harder and better their circumstances. This,
appallingly, is especially prevalent in our youth. Fortunately there seems to
be an increasing proportion of humanity who wish to do something about
this situation and many would argue that angling, believe it or not, is one of
the best approaches of teaching truly valuable life skills.
Although only officially founded in March 2014, the Dublin-based Killinarden
Angling Initiative (KAI) has become one of the most active and respected
angling organisations in Ireland. In fact there has been so much positivity
surrounding the voluntary work of KAI that we at Off the Scale felt we just had
to go and have a look for ourselves…
We arranged to meet Pat Ryan, cofounder of the charity, on a teambuilding fish-in held at Athy Marina, an
artificial (and uncompleted) waterbody
just off the main River Barrow. Not
only does the marina hold a host of
fish including bream, roach, rudd, dace,
perch, pike and even a few tench, the
banks are importantly largely open and
safe – vital for a day out with a group of
enthusiastic kids. The mid-May day was
sweltering by lunchtime, with barely a
breath of wind and clear blue skies. It
was pleasant of course to sunbathe in
but absolutely rubbish for fishing! Even
so, despite the unsurprising lack of
feeding fish, the twenty or so kids (plus
adult volunteers and organisers) were
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all noticeably transfixed on their floats,
which was great to see.
After a tour of the marina (essentially
a small lake, controlled by Athy Anglers)
and a quick meet-and-greet with
everyone, I asked Pat (or Buddy as he is
more commonly known) for a low-down
of just what pushed him to start such an
ambitious project. “I first had the idea
about ten years ago because there was
nothing in the way of activities for youths
in the Tallaght area not into soccer or
G.A.A. But as South Dublin is probably
one of the worst places for coarse angling
it was hard to find anyone to pitch in.
Between this and my personal life (work,
kids etc.) it sadly had to be put on the

back-burner. Fast-forward to 2014 and
through conversations with various local
people and friends we realised that there
was enough of us with enough interest
(seven) to start the KAI. Thankfully, our
Estate manager, Uche Odinukwe, was
very open to the idea and within just four
weeks we had 20 youths on the nearby
Corkagh Park fishery trying their best
to catch a fish! It belted rain all day but
the kids kept with it and really enjoyed
themselves. This is when we knew we
were creating something that was really
going to work”.
But surely there was more to the
story than this? Like many urban areas,
Tallaght, suffers from a ridiculous lack
of amenities and many kids are all too
often sucked into perils relating to drugs
and anti-social behaviour in general.

“Absolutely,” confirmed Pat, Daniel
Brady and Stephen O Flanagan (who
are all Angling Council of Ireland trained
coaches), “it was setup to help youths
find an outlet from the peer pressures
of growing up on the streets of Tallaght,
something to help community relations,
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where you have youths and adults
involved in activities together, and
something to help kids grow socially,
responsibly and respectably! That is
what it started as”.
As if this attitude wasn’t commendable
enough Stephen mentioned that the
KAI “have also started our “Connecting
Communities
through
Angling”
programme with the Tallaght Youth
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Probation Services. Once a month we
meet with them and teach them angling
on-site in the hope they can use it to
change the direction of their life! This
program has been developed to be used
for all groups, older, disabled, minority!
Anyone that wants to try!”
And it has gone from strength to
strength from that moment in early
2014. Currently, the KAI has 40

registered youth members, along with
some adults too. The initiative is allinclusive, regardless of age or gender
or if they have learning-disabilities or
not. Pat, Daniel, Stephen, Chris and
Eileen Heederman (another volunteer)
organise a day trip once a month,
whether it be practicing for various
competitions or, like today, a teambuilding exercise. Proudly, Pat told
us that “the KAI average between 18
and 25 youths on each trip and since
its formation they have completed
14 youth trips, travelling to ten
counties, competing in four National
Championships, three cross-community
competitions and three rounds of the
Cross-border Peace leagues”. With

all due respect, we doubt that many
of the members would have had the
opportunity to see this much of the
country in such a short space of time
without the help of the KAI.
The lads have developed their own
unique style of competitions for
their days away, from team building
competitions, where they youths break
into teams and have to help each other
to earn extra points, to team leading,
where each team has a youth leader
that has to show leadership skills to
earn extra points. “It’s all about youth
development!” extolled Pat, “teaching
them skills that can be used later in life
through the media of angling”.
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As if the outings away from Tallaght
weren’t enough, the KAI also
consistently hold weekly workshops
for the members. Daniel and Stephen
explained that the topics covered
on these days “depends on what’s
happening on our next monthly trip.
Sometimes it’s learning how to set
up different rigs or teaching them
about different techniques or species”.
Refreshingly, the lads also make a point
of discussing a range of non-angling
topics at these workshops. With a
sudden and appropriately more serious
tone Pat added that “a lot of the time
we spend in group talks or having
discussions about what went wrong
and what they enjoyed on a day out, a
school day etc. Then we have our drug
and alcohol awareness workshops.
We try to bring in stuff that will teach
them social skills, like team building,
confidence boosting and self-respect“.
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up. Those that had little to do all day
still pointed out clearly to us that “it
was much better than being at home!”
Dace, roach and roach x bream hybrids
featured in the small bags, along with
some well-marked little perch and
one nice sized skimmer for young Joe,
much to the envy of everyone else!
Dean Warner, a former KAI youth now
turned extremely keen volunteer, spent
much of the afternoon trying to catch
a particularly large pike, which could
be seen drifting around on the surface
from time to time, but failed to raise her
interest. Next time lad, hopefully!

It was clear for us to see as we slowly
walked round and round the marina
that, even though near heat-exhaustion
(!), all the kids
were loving the
whole experience,
the bus journey,
being outdoors, the
banter, the friendly
rivalry between
teams of two as to
who could catch
the most and the
biggest fish. And
some fish were
caught throughout
the afternoon.
Mostly on the
deeper, less weedy

side of the lake; mostly very small dace
but there were a couple of moments
of excitement when a couple of the
lads hooked, and sadly lost, what were
either large bream or tench. The sight
of young Shaun’s rod bent double as
a large, unseen fish tried its best to
pull him in was both hilarious and
unfortunate!
At around half three it was time for
the weigh in. After all, although not too
serious, today was a competition for
the youths! As I mentioned earlier, the
conditions were positively hot (it hit
25°C!) and few fish were landed. Still,
most of the members managed to catch
something or at least get a few bites,
more than enough to keep their interest
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members. “At the moment running
the initiative is costing us a packet
because we have to travel to find
some decent fishing, not venues
stuffed with fish, but waters where
there is small challenge in catching
fish. In our area we have the River
Dodder, the Liffey, the Grand Canal
and the almost abandoned Corkagh

As the kids tidied up their gear
and brought it back to the bus almost
without a second prompt (the instilled
discipline was certainly evident today!)
we all stood around and chatted about
the unavoidable and worrying matter
of funding. Currently, the only source
of funding comes from South Dublin
County Council – “they have been
brilliant, without their support there
would be no KAI” Pat told us. “We
also do a weekly lotto, car boot sales
and things like that to raise funds. On
average we generate about €150 a
month, which is enough to cover costs
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Park fishery, which are all either too
dangerous to bring youths to or are
seriously lacking in fish stocks” We
agreed that obtaining a water for
KAI activities was imperative to the
future of the organisation. Let’s all
hope something is sorted sooner
rather than later – it certainly won’t
be from lack of effort.

associated with bait and tackle for our
monthly trips”. All were keen to stress
that the KAI don’t charge a joining
fee because they feel that a lot of the
parents wouldn’t be able to pay. “We
charge the youths €2 for our weekly
workshop. That €2 covers everything,
travel costs, bait, tackle and equipment
– just!”
And so what does the future held
for the KAI, we asked the lads as a
parting question. “Well, our main plan
is to secure our own water in the South
Dublin area” agreed all the senior
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To say we were impressed with our
trip to see the KAI in action would be
an understatement, and we left Athy in
blazing sunshine full of praise, respect
and love for humanity. It’s simply
amazing what some people will do for
the greater good. All at Off the Scale,
and I imagine most readers, wish the
KAI every success in the future and, at
the same time, encourage anyone else
thinking of starting a similar scheme to
just go for it!
Angling really does have the power
to unite people, to educate and even to
change entire lives.

Killinarden Angling Initiative would
like to express their eternal gratitude
to South Dublin County Council, our
sponsors Anglers World and many
others for their continued support.
We are forever grateful to Clyde, Craig
and Danny at Dublin Angling Centre
for their huge support before the shop
closed for business. Also thanks go
to Athy Anglers for allowing us to use
Athy Marina for this and future trips.
KAI can be contacted on 085-1192724
(Pat Ryan) or found on

Fishing requires patience.
Fishing with a child
requires the patience of a
Saint.
But the rewards are
heavenly...
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In love with the
By Paul Kay

Photography: Horizon Photography

The River Liffey flows from the
Wicklow Mountains at Liffey Head
Bog for about 120km, passing through
Kildare and entering the Irish Sea in
Dublin. The particular stretch that I
fish is at Straffan, just by the roadbridge downstream from the K Club.
The level throughout the summer is
generally quite low, periods of rain
raise it slightly, as does water control
by the ESB, but occasionally there
are floods. Last year (2010) I think
it rained for about three weeks nonstop and the river was unfishable in
many places. Dublin Trout Anglers
have the rights to fish this particular
stretch of water and there are other
anglers there occasionally when I
fish it, but sometimes, usually first
thing in the morning or at dusk, you
have the river to yourself.
The noise of the water rushing
over the weir drowns any sounds
of passing traffic and the little pools
and eddies swirling by as you wade
through the river all hold fish, small
but perfectly formed little Brown
trout. They’re free rising, feeding
from the surface, and the hatches of
insects, especially around June and
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Liffey
July, are quite prolonged, lasting a
good few hours.
A small dry fly is the first thing
to try, matching as close as possible
to whatever is in the air or drifting
by in the currents, especially in the
faster water which is generally quite
shallow, maybe only a few inches
deep in some places. You tend to get
a lot of nips by the really small fish,
the length of a finger maybe, but
they don’t usually hook. It’s great
sport because when you get a bite
by one fish, it’s usually in a shoal so
you know where there’s one, there
are usually many more. The deeper
pools and holes are also worth a
look, changing to weighted flies or
even lures, just a few casts can often
tempt bigger resident fish to bite.
I’ve heard stories of Brownies into
double figures although I find some
of them hard to believe. I’ve caught
trout up to about 3lbs from here and
as always, all are returned. I always
use a floating line, a weight #6 and
tippet of 5lb monofilament. Weed
sometimes can be a bit of a pain in
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is there, somewhere in the water
by the rushes or in the deep, dark
pools under the weir.
This article was first written by the author in 2011 and
was kindly reproduced here

the summertime especially using
flies that are intended to be fished
deep and slow. When the flora by
the river is in full bloom in summer,
you need to watch your backcasts
too. At the end of the season, the
trees and bushes on the riverbank
look like Christmas trees with all the
multicoloured flies hanging in them.
There’s plenty of wildlife to see
too. I was fishing from a little island
just downstream from the bridge,
crouching low as to not disturb
any fish lying in the currents by
the wooded bank when an otter
joined me on the tiny island, only
a couple of feet away from me but
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not knowing I was there. When it
realised I was, it was gone in a flash
into the river and disappeared into
the undergrowth on the bank.
There are usually herons hunting in
the fast water on the weir, searching
for fish and freshwater crayfish,
which can be found throughout the
Liffey river system. You can get quite
close to the herons and they can be
a good marker as to where there are
fish lying. This stretch of the river is
very healthy looking and supports
many forms of life and is a pleasure
to fish but the season passes quickly
so I’ll head down to the river again
soon, searching for that prize that
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The annual Pilgrimage
As I write this the annual pilgrimage to
St Mullins has once again begun and
anglers from all over Ireland will be
descending on the tidal stretch of the
River Barrow to fish for Twaite shad as
they make their way upstream to spawn
on the clean gravel beds just below the
Weir.

“In Ireland the
Barrow is the Mecca
for shad anglers”

St Mullins is a truly beautiful spot
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The Twaite shad is a deep bodied
herring-like fish who - unlike herring spawn in fresh water. They are found
in most of Europe and all countries
bordering the Mediterranean Sea,
but here in Ireland the Barrow is the
Mecca for shad anglers and for a
couple of weeks a year anglers line the
tidal stretch at St Mullins to enjoy the
sport. Over looked by the Blackstairs
Mountains to the East, Mount Brandon
to the West and fringed with rich
forestry, the Barrow at St. Mullins is one
of the most picturesque places to fish in
the country.
On light tackle shad can put up
a spirited fight, are highly acrobatic
and masters of throwing hooks. They
have been likened to tarpon for their
acrobatic antics and head shaking.
Using their deep bodies in the current
they kite left and right, giving powerful
runs and even tail walking. This is why
you usually loose more fish than you
land, but there is something you can

By Craig Murphy

Photography: Craig Murphy & friends

do to combat this. Long before Savage
Gear brought out the line-thru range of
pike lures, which allow the lure to slide
away from the hooks after a fish strikes
at it, shad anglers have been fine tuning
their rigs to do the same. Instead of
using the Tasmanian Devil lure straight
out of the packet, anglers are instead
replacing the metal trace and treble
supplied, with a length of 6 or 8 lb test
fluorocarbon, 30 cm or so long. It is tied
up with a micro swivel one end followed
by a Tasmanian Devil, a 6 or 8 mm bead,
and finished with a good quality treble
hook like an Owner ST-36BC in a size
6 or 8. The advantage of this rigging
method is that when a shad hits the lure
and becomes hooked the lure is free
to slide away from the treble, leaving
no weight near the hook to aid the fish
in shaking itself free. The effectiveness
of this rig really comes into play when
the fish breaches; this is where most
shad will be lost and bowing the rod
to a jumping fish can also help in this
situation.
A lot of anglers, including myself,
still sometimes use metal lures. You do
loose more fish but they can get bites
when the ‘Tassie’ isn’t getting down
deep enough. The Savage Gear LRF
Psycho Sprat in the 8g version is one of
my favourites but any similar lure will
also do the job. I do however replace
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the single hook with a size 8 treble and
a tip I received from a friend of mine
recently is to add three or four small
split rings before attaching a treble. This
is an old Sea trout angler’s trick and it
creates a hinge between the hook and
the lure, making it harder for them to
throw the hook. As in any fishing, its
small modifications like these which can

A balanced setup is crucial when
continually casting
for shad
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give you the edge and help put more
fish on the bank.
A standard light spinning rod with a
casting weight up to 15 or 20g is ideal.
Most anglers prefer a rod of 9ft to aid
in casting distance. The Barrow is 30 to
40 yards wide in parts at St Mullins and
you will need to get your lure as close
as you can to the opposite
bank. Personally I like a 7 to
8ft rod used in conjunction
with a thin diameter braid.
I find a shorter rod is easier
to impart a bit of extra
action into the lure as you
work it back in but really its
comes down to whatever
you are most comfortable
with. A 2500 or 3000 size
front drag reel is perfect to
complete a nice balanced
setup, and believe me a
light and balanced setup is
crucial to avoid body aches
in this game, as repetitive
casting can be hard going for
hours on end. As far as line
choice goes both braid and
mono have their advantages
and disadvantages. Mono
is stretchy and absorbs any
strike at the lure you might
get as you’re retrieving,
something you rarely miss
while using braid. Mono
of 5 or 6lb and braid of
around 10lb is perfect.
Generally I use both, and

To be fair I haven’t used it enough to
keeping two rods setup can be useful if
make a judgment on it yet but early
the weather is changeable. Braid is my
indications are good. Created from
default choice but I invariably switch
extruded HMPE fibres, it takes a fraction
to mono if the wind kicks up because
of the time to produce compared to
braid tends to lift off the water in windy
traditional weaved braid of the same
conditions preventing your lure from
quantity. It’s extremely good value for
sinking and by the time you take up
money because of this. Gliss resembles
the slack of the cast the lure is half way
a monofilament but has
across the river. That
said, braided mainlines “Braid and mono both practically zero stretch
have their advantages making it an excellent
are still the superior
choice as every knock
and disadvantages... choice for this kind of
is transmitted through
Generally, I use both” fishing.
the line and into the
Male shad usually start to enter the
rod blank. Sometimes if you pause
river in mid to late April, depending on
for a second after a knock you will get
the timing of the spring tides. The larger
another hit and hook the fish. It’s also
females follow one to two weeks later
more fun fighting a fish as you are in
and continue to run into the end of
direct contact. With so many braids
May, sometimes just into June. A couple
on the market these days, it’s hard to
of days each side of a full moon – so,
choose. In saying that Power Pro and
spring tides - being the best times .You
Daiwa Shinobi are my top choices,
will catch at all stages of the tide but
however I’ve recently spooled up with
I find a couple of hours either side of
the new WFT Gliss in 8kg (0.14mm).

My PB from this time last year - 3lb even
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A pristine St Mullins shad (Photo credit: Andrew Boycie)

Damien Allchorne with a St. Mullins specimen shad
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low the most
productive
time as the
fish are
concentrated
in the deeper,
holding areas
along the river.
Like most fish
species, dawn
and dusk seem
to be the most
productive
times of
the day. If
low water
coincides with
either dawn or
dusk, you’ve
got pretty
much ideal
conditions,
as long as the
wind and rain
doesn’t spoil it
on you!

A shad shakes its head violently in an attempt to throw the hook

The Irish specimen weight (as set
by the Irish Specimen Fish Committee
(ISFC) for above average-sized fish) for
Twaite shad this year is 1.2kg. I found

“You will catch at all
stages of the tide but I
find a couple of hours
either side of low to be
the most productive ”
this out the hard way in late April after
I landed one of 1.12kg only to find out
the qualifying weight had been raised
from the previous year’s weight of
1.1kg! It was the only fish over one kilo
I had out of a dozen fish that weekend
before a low pressure system dumped a

month’s worth of rain over the country,
turning the Barrow into something that
resembled the river from Willy Wonka’s
Chocolate Factory. Too much fresh
water coming down the river puts the
shad off running, so I’m told, and any
that do venture up in such conditions
struggle to see your lure with the
coloured water, making the fishing very
hard indeed. Eventually, though, it all
came good in mid-May this year. With
a week of no rain, the river cleared up
and the fishing improved dramatically.
The female fish started to run and news
started to spread through the grapevine
of a few specimen size fish coming
out, some of which were over the
long-standing record which stands at
3.4lb/1.54kg, which was caught in 1999
by Michael O’Leary.
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highly unlikely
that any of
the larger fish
caught this
year are in fact
Allis shad.
I recently
stumbled
across an
interesting
paper called
‘Ecology of
the Allis and
Twaite shad’ 1.
It seems, like so
many fish these
days, Allis shad
have suffered
I, and many others, reckon we could
considerably from over-fishing, river
very well see the official Twaite shad
obstructions and pollution throughout
record finally broken this year, with a
its range. Allis shad prefer to venture
couple of possible candidates already
further upstream to spawn but manlanded. The main criterion in making
made barriers like dams and weirs have
such a claim is identifying the species.
caused both Allis and Twaite shad to
Anglers wishing to ratify a specimen
share the same spawning grounds,
(or record) fish are
thus causing extensive
“We could very well
requested to take
hybridisation. However,
see the official Twaite data collected in recent
several scale samples
from their fish, which
years points to there
shad record finally
are then sent to Inland
being very low numbers
broken this year...”
Fisheries Ireland
of Allis shad migrating
who, working with University College
into Irish rivers2.
Dublin, carry out genetic analysis to
determine whether they are Twaite,
In 2011 ISFC set a specimen weight
Allis or a hybrid shad. According to the
for shad hybrids at 1.1kg and the
ISFC records, a specimen Allis shad
following year they ratified 35 claims
(which can grow substantially larger
for them, yet oddly there is still no
than Twaite) hasn’t been recorded in
record for the species. There also hasn’t
Ireland in the past 59 years. I think it is
been a ratified claim since the 2012

Another big shad
for Sidney Kennedy
weighing 3lb 1oz
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report. Could this be the year the hybrid
record is set, the Twaite record broken
or possibly both? We will have to wait
and see how it pans out in the 2016
specimen report but until then there’s
still plenty of shad to be caught before
they return back to the sea for another
year.
You’d better be quick though!
Tight lines

A feisty shad surges away from
the waiting landing net - they
fight very well for their size!

There were some seriously big shad caught at St. Mullins this year.
Here is Jamie Cummins with a potential record fish of 4lb 4oz
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Lough Corrib:
A day’s fishing
in a moment
Words & photography by

Michael Behan

W

e do our best every day to try and
live in the moment of the situations
we experience and the interactions
we have. We strive toward the Zen
state of being that should allow
us to exclude needless worry and
pointless procrastination in favour of
a totally immersive savouring of life.
Unfortunately, as a species we are not
hard wired to this state of being. You
see, the vast majority of us experience
life through recollection, anticipation
and expectation. We take satisfaction
in, and assign importance to, life
events and social occasions based on
the retrospective recollections and
examination of the emotions felt at the
time.
Whether we can ever truly
experience life ‘in the moment’ is a
question that has occupied my thoughts
many times over the years. Personally,
I have found that the highlights of my
life have become far more poignant
as a result of my recollections of them
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and also how much I looked forward
to them. I recently read an article that
said the Great Pyramids of Giza are
possessed of such a large mass that
they actually exert an influence on
time itself. People standing close to
the Pyramids, looking out, perceive
movement distant from the Pyramids
occurring visibly slower than normal.
Observers distant from the Pyramids
note that movement close to the
pyramids is visibly sped up.
I am not a physicist, I am a
biologist and on a recent trip to Lough
Corrib I had cause to muse over these
observations of the Great Pyramids and
wonder whether the same principals
might in some way relate to fishing and
how we fisher folk perceive time when
on the water.

“Not surprising, then, why the restaurant would
become our main port of call off the water!”
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My fiancés father, Tom, and
his twin brother Richard celebrate
their birthday on the 14th of May and
they regularly plan a fishing trip to
Oughterard in Galway, to fish Lough
Corrib, to celebrate. While they may not
make it every year, I have been lucky
enough to be invited on a number of
occasions. This year they resolved to
take a three day trip, leaving on the
afternoon of their birthday. We left
Thursday afternoon, Corrib-bound and
full of the joys of life only a weekend of
fishing can bring. We arrived after 7pm,
not really expecting the heavy traffic
delays that we should have anticipated
in advance (Friday evening traffic in
Galway city is the rule rather than the
exception). After checking in to our
usual accommodation whenever we
visit (Well-field B&B) and after a brief
chat with the owners Pat and Mary,
we made our way to the Boat Inn, a
fantastic restaurant and pub in the
middle of Oughterard village, where
Tom and Richards brother Michael
and his wife Anne were hosting a meal
to celebrate the twins birthdays. In
attendance was a very good friend of
the Brothers, Hugh Mille and his wife
Nadine.
After introductions and the
ordering of the first pints of Guinness,
we were shown to our table and food
orders were taken. The night passed to
a wonderful backdrop of spectacular
food, wonderful drink and impassioned
conversation, facilitated by Rory and
his team of courteous, friendly and
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very adept restaurant staff. The village
would suffer greatly the loss of this
restaurant if it wasn’t there and surely
the Oughterard-Corrib atmosphere
would be diminished by its absence.
Not surprising, then, why the restaurant
would become our main port of call off
the water!
Friday morning dawned
bright and breezy and with slightly
muzzy heads we made our way to the
dining room for the requisite full Irish
breakfast, copious amounts of tea and
homemade Brown soda bread, baked
fresh everyday by Mary. If you want
somewhere to stay when in Oughterard,
head for Well-Field. The rooms are very
comfortable and warm; the showers are
an oasis after a cold day on the water
and the homely welcome from Pat
and Mary and the way they look after
their guests has kept visiting Fisherman
coming back for almost three decades.
Go somewhere else if you want 5-star,
silver spoon pretention. Make your way
to Well-Field if you want down-to-earth
hosts, who go out of their way to treat
their guests like family and will make
sure you never leave the house in the
morning
hungry!
After
a chat with
a couple of
fishermen
from Cork, who informed us weather
conditions had been good in the
previous days but had started to
turn the day before, we got outside

“Tip Number 1 for fishing Corrib: if
the weather is rough enough to put
the locals off, don’t take the risk”

and the full extent of the prevailing
weather conditions became apparent.
The wind had picked up to beyond a
breeze, the rain was falling in earnest
and the temperature was low enough
as to make us wonder whether the
legendary Yeti wouldn’t feel the need
for a scarf and
gloves today.
We headed
for the pier in
Oughterard and
quickly realised
there were less than a handful of boats
in the water. None of which were locals.
Tip Number 1 for fishing Corrib: if the
weather is rough enough to put the

locals off, don’t take the risk. Feeling
deflated and slightly hard done by, we
elected to forego the launch of the
boat until the afternoon if conditions
improved and headed back to WellField for a cup of tea and the formation
of a Plan B. Rather unsurprisingly, Plan
B turned out to involve a return to
The Boat Inn for an early lunch and a
Guinness, the logic being we may aswell be in the pub warm and miserable
as sitting cloistered in our rooms.
Richard was driving so he
skipped the Guinness in favour of some
kind of carbonated soft drink and to his
credit, he didn’t begrudge Tom and I
our pints. We did note as we sat by the
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window that had we not known it was
May, we could easily have been forgiven
for thinking it was September or
October based on the weather outside.
After a couple of hours, the rain began
to ease and the wind died down a small
bit.. At around 3.30 we made our way
to the slipway at Borasheen and got
ready to set about launching the boat;
a 19 foot lake boat, owned by Tom
and Richard that had recently been
given a service with all the wood trim
meticulously replaced, the fibreglass
hull strengthened inside and out and
re¬¬painted by Richard in the previous
months. Thirteen foot float rods served
as dapping rods, I loaded in a pike
rod and lures in case the trout proved
uncooperative and Richard brought a
9tf #6-7 fly rod that we could each take
turns with if the dapping became too
static for us.
We launched from the slipway
and immediately set into a drift in a
sheltered bay on the lee side of Bald
Island, keeping a nice line over a deep
drop off, covering both shallow and
deep water. Around the second week
in May tends to bring with it the Mayfly
hatch that usually sees trout in large
numbers feed almost continuously
and at times recklessly, affording
most fishermen, regardless of skill,
the chance to tempt a couple of fish.
Not this time, however. The hatch
had been hampered by poor weather
conditions in previous days and while
we did see Mayfly dancing across the
water, we witnessed no fish taking
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“beyond the shelter of
the bay the water became
much rougher; four foot
high white horses galloped
across the surface”

them. Not surprising really, given that
once beyond the shelter of the bay the
water became much rougher; four foot
high white horses galloped across the
surface, driven by harsh cold winds and
accompanied by near torrential rain.
We chanced a number of drifts and did
our best not to waste the chance we
had, but when three hours had passed
without any noticeable improvement
in the weather we had to admit defeat
and make our way back to shore. Not
least of all because we were chilled to
the bone, but also because the fishing
was becoming dangerous. The Lough
was not happy and she wanted us off
the water and away. As we bounced
back towards shore, through a ragedriven squall, I marvelled at the fact
that it was only 7pm. It seemed we had
been out longer and again the Pyramids
of Giza popped into my mind.
The gear was packed, boat
secured and after refreshing showers
and a cup of tea, we made our way to
The Boat Inn. Food was eaten, drink was
had and conversation flowed. Speaking
to other fisherman, many had elected
not to fish at all that day and we were
told of a boat carrying a number of
our brethren that had been capsized
at the North end of the lake earlier. All
occupants were ok but the tale had a
sobering effect and we thanked our
lucky stars to have gotten on and off the
water without incident.
The next day (Saturday)
improved slightly. After breakfast and
with a pit stop at a local butcher for
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steaks, and a brief stop to buy fresh
Mayfly from a member of Oughterard’s
enterprising youth, we reached
Borasheen and launched the boat.
Provision laden and with a renewed
sense of purpose we set up the first of
many drifts across a sun-dappled and
wind-dimpled water. Temperatures
were up in lieu of the previous days
driving winds and
with only sporadic
heavy showers the
fishing was a far
more comfortable
affair. I lost count
of how many drifts
we ran. Over deep water, shallow water,
close to Islands and approaching water
depth markers, we tried it all. No fish
came to our dapped Mayfly, danced
hypnotically (to me at least) across the
surface, gently touching down briefly
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before being taken on a gust only to
skim down again. They failed to tempt
even the most intellectually challenged
trout. We decided on lunch after 1pm
and set a bee line for the first sheltered
island we could find. At this stage the
wind was starting to pick up and the
showers were becoming more frequent.
I will call the Island we
were on ‘Gull
Island’ because
everywhere we
turned there was
a nest with gulls
eggs in it. I know
they were gulls
because there were hundreds of them
nesting on and flying around the Island.
We got a spot of exposed, flat rock
as far away from the nests that were
visible and set up our camp fire. Tom
attempted a Bear Grylls-style fire but his
manliness was, unfortunately,
betrayed and impugned by
the Bord na Mona fire log
clearly visible within the
flames. Nevertheless, the fire
was more than adequate to
heat the kettle for coffees all
around, at least once Richard
was prompted into the
realisation that there were two
other thirsty men beside him
and that if he was making one
cup, surely the effort in making
two more was only minor!
There was also enough room
to balance two frying pans,
one for the mushrooms and

“Tom attempted a Bear Grylls style fire
but his manliness was, unfortunately,
betrayed and impugned by the Bord na
Mona fire log clearly visible within the
flames”
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“Is there any food nicer than that cooked outside? I think not!”
onions, the other for the steaks that
Richard and Tom were having and the
burger I got.
Once cooked these were all
sliced and placed in a bread roll and
oh my heavens! Is there any food nicer
than that cooked outside? I think not!
We filled our bellies and discussed
tactics for the afternoon and as we
walked around the shore in a digestionaiding stroll we viewed a nesting Mute
swan, set back from the shore and
hidden in a thicket of trees, surrounded
by the chest high brambles we were on
the opposite side of. Suddenly, whether
I caught a fish or not became far less
important than the experience of the
fishing. Nests with hatching young
gulls, nesting swans; coupled with the
simple joy of being on the water, in
the company of two fishermen who I
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admired and enjoyed being around - it
was all of a sudden enough to just be
where I was, in the moment I was in. I
looked at my watch and was stunned
when I realised we had been on the
Island for far less time than I had
realised. And there was that thought of
Pyramids again…
When we got back onto the
water and had settled into our second
drift, we approached the lee of a large
Island. I gazed into the distant, weatherdarkened sky and a rainbow caught
my eye. Perfectly placed between
two Islands, it shone like a beacon
against the navy coloured sky behind it.
Suddenly I didn’t want to fish anymore,
I put my rod down and was possessed
by the idea that if I could photograph
the sky in front of me, it might capture
even a little of the atmosphere, mood

and tone of the surroundings we
were in. Suddenly it was impossible
to tell whether we were on the lake
in the present day or if we had been
transported
to a post-ice
age landscape
shortly after
the ice flows
had hewn
the bedrock
into the shape of Corrib around
us. Large loughs like Corrib have a
personality; they are possessed of an
ancient, unfathomable type of soul
that is as ethereal as it is humbling and
frightening.

I have no idea how many
more drifts we fished through. I was
neither in the future nor the past;
I was as present in the moment as
it is possible to
be, and I began to
understand how
little I would, or
could, ever be in the
‘now’ as I was right
then. The rainbow
and the soul of the lake danced in
my mind and I thought again of the
Great Pyramids of Giza. The mass of
all the water in Lough Corrib must
be far greater than the mass of the
Pyramids, which is stable. Lough
Corrib’s mass
fluctuates with
temperature
by season,
expanding and
contracting.
Could this lake
exert an impact
over time,
causing minutes
to feel like hours
or hours to feel
like days? I think
so. No fisherman
ever really has
a true notion
of time when
they are by the
water, whether
it’s a sea, river,
lake or pond.
But maybe the
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“Suddenly, whether I caught a fish
or not became far less important
than the experience of the fishing”
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degree to which we lose track of time is
dependent on how big the water body
is before us. I think as I have always
thought; fishing is the only activity that
will ever allow us to live in the present
with the entirety of our being. Away
from the water we look forward and
gaze back. On it or by it you see only
what is in front of you and become
hyper-aware of your surroundings so
you can feel, see, hear and smell with a
greater degree of clarity than anything
the rat race can facilitate us with.
The rest of the day passed
fishless but as we made our way back
to shore we felt good. Not least of all
because the weather was again fast
becoming treacherous, but because
we had experienced so much without
actually having anything tangible to
show (other than a number of pictures).
The hearts were light and the souls
were content. We ate, drank and were
merry that night.
We exchanged tales with each

other and other fishermen. We slept
well and rose early on the Sunday to
make one last drift across the lake. The
weather permitted a couple of hours
and for our gently dapped wet fly, dry
fly and live fly across the turbid sheen of
that ancient water, we were rewarded
with one fish; a beautifully coloured and
hard fighting Corrib brownie of at least
a pound and a half which fell to Toms
live Mayfly.
We left for home shortly
after. Personally, I took nothing but
memories, however I left a small
piece of myself behind in the ancient,
atmosphere of that time shrouded
Lough, safe in the knowledge that I
would be back motivated only by the
hope of experiencing another perfect,
present moment. I might even catch a
fish (!) and I might think more on the
Pyramids and the flow of time and how
it seems to pass so much slower when I
am on the water.

The most
patient of
all anglers
“we were rewarded with one fish”
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The Cardinal Rule
I recently had a five year old Shimano
reel that began to graunch a bit. This
was a mid range reel that was silky
smooth, had excellent line lay and an
unbeatable front drag. Since the reel
was out of warranty I opened up the
cover and discovered the main drive
gear had worn teeth and was failing
to mesh properly with the spindle.
Very fine pieces of the drive gear had
found their way into the lubrication,
this in effect acted like a very fine
grinding paste that in turn wore out the
bearings; the reel was un-salvageable.
The mid-range reel market is hugely
competitive. Reels need to have very
tight tolerances and be butter smooth
for them to sell. The issue is that all this
is done to an absolute price and if a reel
is used hard they can wear very rapidly
indeed. I used mine for whacking out
40-50gm spoons and heavy feeder
fishing, not an easy life but still five
years is a bit disappointing. In my view
if you want a mid-priced freshwater
reel that will last the course, it’s time to
think Swedish and retro.
So what would you get for your
80 or so euro? Well,if its an all round
reel I would recommend a mid-1980s
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A brief history of ABU
Garcia freshwater reels

Cardinal C4.These reels are bombproof,
have an excellent drag and are super
smooth. There are a number of reels
in the “C” range from the 3 to the 7.3
being ultralight and 7 being heavy
specimen/sea work. These reels,
although made in Japan, retain the
reliability and smoothness of their
Swedish forebears. Sadly it went a bit
pear shaped for ABU after this and
the 1990s saw them completely lose
direction and nowadays ABU exists
as a brand only for the Pure Fishing
giant. So, who were ABU and why do I
consider their reels made in the 70s-mid
80s to be some of the best ever made?
ABU began in the early 1920s
as precision timepiece and
instrumentation engineers. The next
ten years saw a shift to fishing reel
manufacture. Their high standards and
engineering excellence in timepieces
was evident in their reels. When one
spins an ABU the oft used cliché “Swiss
watch “immediately springs to mind. In
the mid-60s ABU brought out a reel that
still to this day is seen as a benchmark
in quality and reliability - the Cardinal
fixed spool reel. It immediately made
the venerable Mitchell 300 look
positively medieval and crude. The 300,

The Cardinal 44X from the mid-1970s - among the first mid-priced Cardinals
once the go to reel for all anglers from
match anglers to specimen hunters,
was now replaced by the Cardinal. The
early-70s saw the introduction of the
Cardinal 3,4,6 and 7. In the mid-70s
ABU launched a mid-priced Cardinal
range - the Cardinal 40, 60 and 70.
These reels, although substantially
cheaper than their Cardinal ancestors,
are still an excellent reel and one I

would highly recommend if one wanted
a reasonably priced old Cardinal. At the
end of the 70s ABU released another
set of benchmark reels that turned
the specimen world on its head, the
Cardinal 50 series. These included the
sublime Cardinal 55, the choice of
nearly all the pioneering carp anglers;
Maddocks, Paisley, MacDonald to name
a few, all swore by their Cardinal 55s.
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A matching pair of Cardinal 40’s from the mid-70s

My growing collection of Cardinals - they really were (and still are) superb reels
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The Cardinal 55, the choice of nearly all the pioneering carp anglers
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Even ABU’s excellent, superior range of closed faced reels for river fishing were not enough to save the company as it was
However, the Cardinal 55`s reign was
short lived as Shimano introduced its
“Seaspin”baitrunners in the early 80s.
Although not a patch on the Cardinal
quality-wise it was the convenience
of the freespool facility that made
the Shimano an overnight sensation.
Indeed, Kevin Maddocks used his
55s years after the introduction of
the baitrunner but admitted that
the freespool facility was too good
an advantage to ignore for his carp
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fishing. In the mid 80s ABU opened
a manufacturing plant in Japan and
although some of the reels were good
they were going nowhere and running
out of ideas and really the only edge
they had on the competition was their
range of excellent closed face reels.
These alone were not enough to save
them.
The last decent Cardinals were the
“C “ range which I mentioned earlier.

Solidly built but looking increasingly
long in the tooth when compared to
its Japanese competitors, just like what
ABU did to Mitchell earlier. ABU died
off as an entity slowly and quietly in the
late 90s and released as its swansong,
the Suveran, an astonishingly made
reel built in the true Svangsta tradition
and highly prized to this day. Prices
for Cardinals have risen dramatically
in the last ten or so years. Boxed, mint
examples regularly go for a few hundred

euro with the “X” and “Express “high
speed models commanding a premium.
Today ABU is a brand name under
the Pure Fishing giant that specialise
in lower-end fishing tackle. They
were once obsessed with quality and
boasting an engineering heritage that’s
second to none. We will never see their
like again.
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Join John Fleming on board the
Brazen Hussy II out of Rossaveel
& Spiddal for great deep sea and
reef fishing in Galway Bay

Smitten by
stingrays

Full day trips 9.00am–6.00pm
Half day or evening trips
6.30pm–9.30pm

By Les Gustar

Photography by Les Gustar
& friends
The day had only just begun and, with
the sun already up doing its best to
create some warmth, eyes turned to the
sky looking at the clouds and attempting
to decide what the day’s weather would
be. Do we hold off and venture out late
or will fear of another failed forecast
force our hand and prompt us to go
early?

Phone: 087-7571320
Email: hello@bluesharkangling.ie
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For some people it’s the start of
Mayfly season, or bass fishing; for
others its salmon or cod or tench; for
me it’s stingray. Although I like most
angling disciplines, it’s stingrays that I’m
smitten by and have been ever since the
early 1970s when reading a local catch
report. Whatever the choice, go or stay,
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it’s a gamble. Decision made - we set
about loading up the rods, bags and
boots, working ever faster as if time
itself was running out. One last look
round and we’re away. You must all
know the feeling; driving out to a fishing
mark with the mind running through
everything you need. What did I forget?
Did I pack enough bait? It’s never
ending, mind racing.

should we be fortunate enough to hook
our stingray. So there is an unhooking
mat that we pre-soak in the tide (it
helps hold the fish down and provides
a cooler wet surface for any fish) and
also a weigh sling, scales and forceps/
disgorger, plus suitable gloves, a wet
cloth (to wrap around the stinger) and a
small but heavy duty plastic bag and
a camera some place handy.

With each bend in the road or hill
negotiated, we are looking for signs in
the weather, squinting to decide how
much movement there is on the blades
of the distant windfarms, the same with
the hedgerows or trees. It’s a time we
have been waiting for since the previous
season’s end, and putting ever more
road behind us it’s far too late to change
plans, no matter what discouraging
weather signals we notice.

It’s now a waiting game. Our
attention is constantly on the rods
and looking for the slightest knock.
Then suddenly a small rap - we
both look at each other to reassure
ourselves it wasn’t imagined. Then
just as suddenly, BANG! The tip
is pulled down then as quickly
bounces back up, a couple more
knocks and it’s yanked strongly
as line peels off the reel with the
ratchet singing its happy tune.
Hearts are pumping and our spirits
are raised.

On arriving it’s a feeling of
apprehension. The sun feels warm,
the breeze slight; could it be a day as
forecast?! Tides running, sea birds
calling and we’re already sorting out
the gear. Again it’s as if we’re racing,
assembling everything as fast as we
can to quench our desire to cast bait in
the water. Everything is set. The rods
are baited and cast out, then set on a
tripod rest with reels adjusted. After a
few brief minuets’ observation looking
for any movement it’s time to get
more organised and take a cool drink.
For me, organisation is as much about
having the relevant items close to hand,
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My pal John Simpkins
with a big Irish fish
that maxed-out our
40lb scales!

Lifting into the fish it feels strong
and full of fight. It’s not taking line
but the rod is in a nice curve as the
fish steams away parallel to the
beach, its wild instinct kicking in.
Reeling in and taking care, the fish is
drawn ever nearer. The water isn’t deep
and soon we can see it, with big swirls
along the surface. Then the tail appears,
slashing side to side, all the time the
fish is being coaxed nearer. Its heart
in the mouth time as we can see it’s a
reasonable sized stingray. But then its
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need Lady Luck in our favour.
When shore angling there are two
basic types of venue; one being
the open coast, the other being
the estuaries. Research
into the tides and times
of previous captures
should give a rough
guide of peak times to
target stingrays. The
weather also will play
its part and getting the
groundwork right can
only help increase the
possibilities of success.

Unhooking mats are a
huge help when returning
the fish...

tail tangles
on the line as
we get her in the
shallows ,water and wet sand
exploding as the fish gives its best final
attempt to free itself.
As exciting as it is to hook and land a
stingray, the safe unhooking, weighing
and quick photography can be a hectic
and a nervy experience. It’s at this point
one of us sets about hook removal
while the other fills the plastic bag with
seawater and keeps a steady supply
running over the fish. We work fast
whilst admiring its sheer magnificence
and condition before the best part of
angling; being able to safely return
them. We are full of appreciation for
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the
whole event.

Seasons and tackle
Not only have we experienced a change
in most of the equipment and tackle
available since the 1970s, we now have
at our finger tips a wealth of internet
options. We can look at numerous
forecasts, sea states or search local
angling reports and openly seek
information .All this can help increase
our chances of success, provided we
still read and analyse the information
correctly. Of course, as always, we still

a few live young each season and it is
these that are the foundation for future
sport. The shoals comprise of various
sizes of fish and you could hook into a
big fish just as easily as a small one of
only a couple of pounds in weight. They
all carry at least one tail stinger, unless
they have recently lost one during some
incident.
Beach rods are a matter for choice. I
prefer a medium weight rod but it can
be worth making sure the tip eye or a
few eyes along the tip section are of
reasonable size. Most venues during
the stingray season will suffer with
weed problems,
much of it
slipping

Most seasons the early
reports come from the
various commercial boats.
Stingrays tend to arrive
around April, but, as usual,
this is weather dependent
and there will be knock-on
effects dictating how long
before these deeper water
fish move inshore. Various
catch records show that
in some seasons April will
... and offer great
return the first catches, if
not then May will often see protection to large
the reports of them starting stingrays...
to be caught. Amongst
these early fish should be
some big females, readying
themselves to drop their young
in the coming days. Like all fish
they need care when handling but
also remember they give birth to just
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stingray marks are in Tralee Bay, but
also just along the coast around the
Shannon can be found suitable areas
of ground close to bays or estuaries.
Just across the Shannon in Co. Clare
stingrays are frequently taken and
you don’t need to look far to find
suitable areas.

along the
line during
each retrieve.
Having a nice fish
hooked and a leader knot
covered with weed jamming in tip
eyes is bad news, so a little thought
could pay dividends.
Leaders can take some punishment
but you need to consider your casting
weight (as usual) but also the size of
fish that could realistically take the bait.
It’s not often you need to cast extreme
distances for stingrays. For many areas
these days, stingrays provide the
average angler with a good chance of
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connecting
with a large sporting fish. Its tail barb
can easily damage the leader, so
often its best to load on more metres
of leader than normal. You need to
examine it after any contact with these
rays for any damage, and trim the
effected section off.

The British south coast
of the Solent has been
a well-known area for
decades, with a few
old articles published
back in the day
strongly suggesting
A stingray returned in classic,
anglers could connect
clear-water, summer conditions
with huge fish, going
by the sizes being found
by commercial boats. On
the Isle of Wight coastline
there’s a distance basically
stretching from the Ryde area in
the East, to Yarmouth in the West
that’s got numerous hotspots spread in
between. In these, similar features can
Habitats, be found - depth of water and natural
food supplies. Anyone who has read
baits and marks
much about stingrays previously will no
doubt have the basic idea of requiring
Stingrays can be found on a variety of
sunny days to warm the relatively
seabed’s from the flat areas of sand or
flat beach with an evening high tide,
mud to mixed shingle or shell beds and
the evenings calm and only a gentle
broken ground. Some productive areas
warming sea breeze lapping the beach,
tend to be among or near fine weed
with the tide consistently pushing its
beds, or close to higher shallow ground
way over the warm beach generating
or banks with other places being
ever warmer, calm conditions. These
scattered with rocks or flat rock ledges.
are, traditionally, the ideal conditions
synonymous with the species. However,
Perhaps Ireland’s most well-known
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in reality it’s often not so easy to
get the tides and perfect weather to
coincide, never mind also having
the spare time to actually get on
the beach and fish! Some areas
actually fish at other stages of
a tide better than high water.
Failing to get fishing in socalled perfect conditions,
the other options are to
get as many parts of the
basic equation correct
and then take a gamble.
The tides, bait and sea
temperatures may be
sub-optimal but a chop
on the water or even small
wind swells can produce
the fish.

Watch out for that
tail! Wear gloves
or at least use a
wet cloth

Today’s favoured stingray
baits tend to be ragworm/
crab or mackerel. It is without
doubt that certain baits come into
favour by anglers and it is then not

so easy to know what are the better
baits compared to what happens
to be popular at the time! We have
taken stingrays on a wide variety of
baits, such as (in no particular order)
worms, mackerel, squid, crab, sandeels
and combinations of the same. Older
records for Ireland and the Isle of Wight
show that fish baits featured far more
than they do today, but we also need
to consider what baits were readily
available at that time. Nowadays we
have deep freezers and refrigerators at
home to store baits and most people
are within reasonable distance to
obtain fresh bait regularly.
As the season moves on, given
reasonable conditions, fish tend
to show in wider areas outside the
hotspots. For example the various
bays or beaches stretching out to
Banna beach, the Castlegregory
area and Camp or various parts of
Brandon Bay. Further up the Coast in

North Kerry and Clare, not forgetting
Galway too, often feature later on in
the summer. Back over on the Isle of
Wight similar patterns of movement
show the stingrays moving ever further
throughout the Solent region with
catches by July/August showing at the
extreme ends of the Solent of Ryde and
Yarmouth, followed by the Channelfacing coast, producing from Compton
to Chale, with Sudmore being the most
well-known area. Again the reports
from Wales tend to be later on in the
summer.

Decline of stingrays
Most of us are now aware of rising
sea temperatures and see that some
species have moved further north to
fresh grounds, and several rarer species
are starting to appear in peoples
catches with a little more frequency.
Will this also apply to stingrays? Every
so often fish are reported in uncommon
areas, however looking back at old
works indicates they
were once
to be

Tail barbs -souvenirs left behind
in cloths and unhooking mats!
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found in areas not noted for them
today. The following are just a few
examples of what was written and I
have singled them out mostly due to
the locations that do include Cornwall,
an area that’s mystified many for its
lack of stingrays considering its warm
temperatures and number of secluded
bays or estuaries.
Some old writings from the 1800s
make note of a few areas where they
were known to frequent, some being
places we still expect to find them in
today. However, in many areas they are
now rare or not present at all;
• Common around the South East of
England and stretching west as far as
Cork
• The area of Hastings and around
other parts of Sussex
• The mouth of the Thames estuary,
and around Whitsand Bay and areas of
Whitby or Bridlington
• Good numbers were noted at
Porthcurrow Sands near Penzance,
St.Ives and Swansea Bay
• Reports in Ireland show fish being
taken from Carrickfergus and some in
trawls at Waterford
• Know areas were present in the
Liverpool to Hilbre Island areas between
1850 & 1870s
• On an Isle of Wight beach where
three large ones were taken in a beach
trawl, estimated about 50lbs each at
Bouldnor in the early 1900s – this area
still produces today
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•
Notably St Osyth in Essex
supported lots of stingrays but has
seriously declined in recent years

Some final words…
Pursuing stingrays
A big, angry
from various
summer stingray
beach locations
thrashes its tail
in England or
Ireland have
so many
similarities.
Most people
will find, in
comparison
to most other
rays, that
their weight
can be somewhat
deceptive as
these fish are deeper
bodied, hence often
giving a far better account of
themselves when hooked. They do
need care when handling and always
ins,
steer clear of the tail barb. At the
particularly
same time we try to handle the ray as
at certain times in England. Ideally it
carefully as possible and endeavor to
would be nice if they were a catch and
prevent any undue damage if possible,
release species, much like in Ireland.
in hope the fish can be returned in
good condition. Most fish caught are
We can only hope that in the near
mature breeding stock, so they form
future some changes to help further
the mainstay of all our future stingray
preserve them will occur in most sea
angling.
angling club’s. A shining example of
Finally is the competition scene.
Stingrays continue to feature in weigh-

this change in attitude is Tralee Bay
SAC’s recently held Tag a Ray’ event.
It was the second of such weekends

and although far from
ideal conditions, it was, by all
accounts, another great success. Over
two days of angling they managed to
catch, tag and release many rays of
several species (including stingrays)
back into the bay, which will hugely
help further our knowledge and
understanding of these wonderful fish.
Here’s hoping for a bright future full
of big stingrays!
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POLEHILL CARP FISHERY

By Gary Doyle

Is our premier match complex consisting of
4 fishable lakes, including ‘Donut’, our 30-peg
circular lake, which has produced winning
catches of up to 87lb
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with quick delivery and excellent service!
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Poulaphouca Reservoir in Blessington,
Co. Wicklow is a man-made waterbody
built between 1937 and 1947. The
reservoir was built by the E.S.B as only the
second hydroelectric station in Ireland.
Damming the River Liffey, the reservoir is
used as a major source of Dublin’s water
supply. The water holds stocks of roach
and perch, along with pike and trout.
Catching the roach here is not easy
and every time you fish here you end
up doing different things to catch. That
is the mystery of this wonderful venue
and people fishing here for over twenty
years still haven’t got the place figured
out. After hearing reports of good bags
of roach being caught recently I decided
to travel up and give it go and see how

I would get on. A permit is required to
fish the lake, which can be a €5 daily
permit or a yearly one for €30, both of
which are available from Super Valu in
the town centre.
I decided to fish the known match
length of the lake. This area is between
6ft deep close in and over 20 feet deep
at around 70 yards – maximum casting
distance for most normal modern feeder
gear. When I arrived the wind was
blowing into my face, which I was happy
with, but typically of this year in Ireland,
by the time I had the gear out of the van
and down on the lake shore the wind
had changed and was now bitterly cold
blowing from left to right.
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Nose-weighted
distance cage and
‘window’ feeders both ideal for windy
days when accuracy
is more difficult
a longer cast in the heavy side
wind. One thing I had to do was
change my tip from 1oz to a
less-sensitive 2oz, as the wind
was getting stronger all the time
and the undertow on the lake
was pulling the 1oz tip around
a bit too much, meaning small
bites could easily be missed.
As usual I couldn’t wait to get fishing
and set up my gear as quickly as possible,
taking out my 12ft Daiwa Matchwinner
feeder rod and Daiwa TDR 4012 reel. I
sat on my seat box and began to plumb
my swim, something, as I have stressed
in previous articles, that I always, always
do in any new swim. Using a 1oz bomb
meant that each second of descent is
roughly two feet of depth. At 30 turns I
had a count of four seconds before my
bomb hit the bottom, and at 40 turns I
had a count of six, so I knew the lakebed
was shelving off steadily. I dragged the
bomb along the bottom to see if there
were any snags and I was relieved to
find there wasn’t any. This range (about
40yards) suited me fine as I didn’t fancy
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I started the session on a
30gram Preston Innovations distance
cage feeder. With the lead located on
the bottom of these feeders, casting
accuracy is far better in a wind, as they fly
straighter. I also had Browning ‘window’
feeders in case the wind really picked up.
To begin with, I chose a fairly standard
24” hook length of 0.16mm Shimano
Antares line and a size 12 Kamasan B560
hook. Groundbait was a simple mix of
black crumb, Sensas Noire and Sensas
Lake. Its worth mentioning that (as per
E.S.B regulations for the venue) you can
only use white maggots on the lake,
coloured maggots are banned but any
other bait is ok. I brought with me some
hemp, sweetcorn, dead white maggots
and live white maggots as feed.

Making maggot hookbaits buoyant
by adding water can lead to more
bites. Note the specialised tub lid!

It’s important to test the buoyancy of
the maggots before hooking. Some
float, some sink, some are in between
A little trick I use quite a lot these
days is to add buoyancy to my maggot
hookbaits. There are many ways of doing
this of course, such as adding an artificial
maggot or piece of foam to your hook
but I find the easiest method is to simply
add some water to the maggots. Not too
much or they will drown, but just a thin
layer in the bottom of a bait tub along
with a sprinkling of maggots. Make sure
you use a dedicated or DIY lid for the
tub though, or else the wet maggots
will escape with ease. I’m sure most of
us have been in that nightmare situation
before! Using soft drinks such as Coke,
instead of water, adds gas to the maggots
and causes them to become even more

buoyant. Using water though makes
them fall nice and slowly through the
water when attached to your hook. This
means it will be easier for a fish to suck
in your hookbait when feeding, usually
leading to more hooked fish, hopefully!
The extra buoyancy also means your
hookbait will settle better on top of any
light silt, weed or other debris on the
lakebed, giving better presentation.
As usual for me, I started the session
off with caution, and at 30 turns I fed of
small amounts of hemp, dead maggot
and sweetcorn to see what response, if
any, I’d get. After putting four feeders
of bait out I nicked two maggots on the
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hook and sat and waited. The tip stayed
motionless. After a few more casts, to
further build up the swim, the tip finally
went around and I lifted into my first
fish of the day. It was a small perch, and
although not really what I wanted, it was
nice all the same to see the tip move.
A few more casts without a bite and
suddenly the tip pulled right around in a
very positive fashion. I lifted the rod and
happily felt a bit of weight on the other
end. I was into my first roach and a good
one, too. I slid the net under a beautiful
roach around 400grams. In the next
couple of casts I had another few roach
in quick succession before my swim died,
just like that - dead! That is the mystery
of Blessington and nobody quite knows
why this happens.

would entice the roach to take but
nothing happened. Soon, I came back in
to 30 turns to try it again. Maybe some
fish had moved in on the bait? I filled the
feeder with hemp and dead maggot and
cast out. I was getting little indications on
the tip and eventually it pulled around. I
lifted into another little perch which was
Clearly, with nothing happening, it followed by a few more.
was time for a change so I unclipped
my braided mainline from 30 turns and
It was time to change my feeding
went out to 40 turns to see if the slightly regime in order to stop catching little
deeper water would make a difference perch and try to get through to the
to my catch rate. After a few casts to put roach. I was sure they were still out there
out some bait I put two maggots on the and felt that the dead maggots were just
hook and cast out. The tip pulled around attracting perch, so I stopped feeding
immediately and a nice roach was them altogether and opted for just hemp
landed. I then thought to myself that I and sweetcorn. This seemed to work
must have just been fishing too close in well, with three roach in as many casts
all along, I had cracked it now! Another before the swim went quiet. Sometimes
two roach were landed in as many casts in fishing the fish are sitting in front of
and then, again, the swim went dead. you and catching them can be quite easy,
I tried sweetcorn on the hook to see if but more often than not they are moving
a change of bait (brighter and bigger) around, drifting in and out of the swim
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I usually start
off feeding small
amounts of feed
wherever I fish.
Softly, softly,
catchy fishy!

It was hard to
believe that I
was fishing in the
month of May.
Honestly, it felt
like the middle of
January!
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and I find that, at least on short day trips
or in matches, you have little choice but
to chase them around your area a little.
With this is mind, I went back out on my
far line feeding hemp and swwetcorn
only. I got an immediate reaction with
a couple of roach and then, yet again,
nothing.
It was time for more changes and my
hook length was the first port of call. I
lengthened from 24 to 36 inches and I
also dropped down a hook size from a
12 to a 14. The plan was to keep feeding
hemp and sweetcorn and to change
swims every two fish. My reasoning for
this was I felt like there wasn’t enough
roach in front of me to concentrate on
one area and in the clear shallow water
they might be spooking easily from my
casting and any hooked fish. By changing
the distance of where I was fishing I felt
that the fish would stay in my swims more
comfortably and I wouldn’t be sitting
watching a motionless tip, well not quite
so often anyway! By now the wind had
really picked up and it was blowing hard.
As half expected, I swapped my distance
cage for a Browning ‘window’ feeder.
These feeders are more streamlined and
cast more accurately in the wind. You
can also feed more loose feed and less
groundbait with them - the loose feed
should keep the fish in your resting swim
for longer.
Over the next hour these tactical
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A pristine 400g Blesso’ roach, my best fish of the day

adjustments worked a treat, catching
in both swims by changing lines every
couple of fish. Bites weren’t coming
straight away and I had to sit and wait,
but I became confident that I was
going to catch on nearly every cast. The
changes to my approach seemed to be
working which I was happy with as I had
learned something that might benefit
me in future matches. The wind turned
even colder and my hands started to go
numb. It was hard to believe that I was
fishing in the month of May. Honestly, it
felt like the middle of January! As soon as
the wind turned colder the fish stopped
feeding and I went half an hour without
a bite. Desperate for some bites, I started
to fill the feeder with dead maggots
again to see if the perch were still about
but everything had seemingly switched
off. There was no point sitting watching
a motionless tip and suffering with the

I ended the day
early with over
4kg. I’m certain
my little changes
caught me a lot
more fish
cold so I called it a day early. I weighed
my fish and 4.160kg was my reward on
this cold, windy “spring” day. I reckoned
if I had stuck with the one line all day my
weight would have been easily halved.
There seems to be a common
occurrence in fishing and that is that
changing something, big or small, will

always get you a reaction of some
description. Scaling down my hook size,
going to a longer hook length, changing
feeders and the way and type of loose
bait I fed, and rotating swims doubled the
weight I would have had if I just sat it out
on the one line all day. Cracking the code
in fishing is only ever temporary, which is
what I think makes it so interesting.
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By Steven Neely
Photography: Steven Neely
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hallow water, boulders, weed
and gullies - sounds like the
last place you want to throw expensive,
highly advanced lures into doesn’t
it? Well, ballan wrasse love it! For
years, people always looked for deep
water marks to present crabs, limpets
or worm baits to tempt these hard
fighting reef fish but the art of modern
lure fishing has thrown all this out the
window.
Since I moved over to Alderney
recently I have had my eyes opened
regarding where, when and how wrasse
will take lures. Before, I was fishing the
rugged west coast of Ireland which, of
course, threw up some large pigs but
nothing compared to this little, rocky
wrasse haven in the middle of the
English Channel.
So following on from my last article
on the humble wrasse I thought it was
a good opportunity to show you the
diverse environments which these fish
inhabit. Granted Alderney is a rather
unique place in terms of tides and
currents but I hope this may make you
step back and at least question some
marks which you may have previously
walked past - I know since my arrival
I have had to go back to the drawing
board and take a fresh look at how I
tackle wrasse on my lure gear.
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Boulders = wrasse!
Boulders:
Without question, the best places to
target big wrasse are heavy, brutal
boulder fields - don’t be under any
illusions, you will loose tackle but your
chances of hooking a personal best
are much increased. Here on Alderney
are some of the biggest boulder fields
I have seen and in themselves are
rather formidable looking, but, once
you add the infamous tidal rips and
currents which the Channel Islands are

famed for, it produces what only can be
described as ‘daunting’ wrasse marks.
The first few times I tried fishing
these marks I struggled to get my head
around how any fish could actually live
and hunt among the vast expanses of
rocks which got harassed by gallons
of water every second. But, believe
it or not, the wrasse is quite at home
in these turbulent environments and
it isn’t until you hook one that you
will realise why they need such large

tails. Of all the places to hook a large
wrasse a boulder field will be the most
exhilarating and nerve wracking - one
false move and the fish will smash you
off against a rock.
The battle won’t simply be between you
and the fish but also the environment
will do it’s best to make life awkward
- you will need to be equipped with
sturdy footwear to grip on the rocks. I
wear heavy rubber soled wading boots
with metal studs, which are changed
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away from snags
whilst still providing
enough power to
subdue the fish.

A typically stunning Alderney wrasse
every season to ensure they keep
their edge. It isn’t essential but I like
to wear breathable waders when I go
out wrassing as it gives me a little more
maneuverability and options when
fighting and landing fish.
Usually in my articles I talk about
finesse and delicate presentation but
sometimes you just have to realise
that your target species has the upper
hand and to level the playing field you
need to gain the advantage. For heavier
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ground like boulders you may want to
look at a more powerful rod, maybe
capable of casting up to 35g ... I know
a heavier casting rate doesn’t always
equal more power but many modern
lure rods which are sub-8 foot and cast
up to 35g tend to be more ‘pokey’ As I
haven’t got a heavier rated rod currently
I have gone down another root and
opted for more length in order to gain
leverage on the fish. So, I am currently
using an 8ft 6” Illex rod which gives me
a little more reach to get the line up and

From chatting
to my angling
friends on the
mainland I began
to realise that
the current over
here on Alderney
makes my scenario
a little special, so
I appreciate my
experiences will
differ from most
but the basic
principles still stand
for fishing over
boulders. When
choosing a lure
you can go down
one of two routes mimicking the
prey which
they hunt on a daily basis
like gobies, blennies,
crabs, shrimps
and worms
or you
follow
the

Molix Sliggozzo
- wrasse love
attacking these!

other school of thought which is
irritation and taking advantage of their
aggressive nature by using paddle tails
etc.
I tend to lean towards exploiting
their aggression and curiosity by using
lures which give off large vibrations
such as shads, heavily-ribbed lures or
exaggerated tails. These lures tend to
be cast up current (if there is any) and
worked methodically across the mark,
ensuring the lure has time to fall down
among the boulders where the wrasse
will be lying in wait. I like to use fixed
lead rigs like weedless jig heads or
pegged ‘Texas’ as I feel it offers a better
presentation style over free running
leads. I would assume that with less
current a standard ‘Texas’ set up would
work well but with
the strong rips
I face
here
in the
Channel Islands
the fixed lead makes
perfect sense as it decreases
the chances of the lead trundling
into a snag.

Gullies:
This type of structure offers the wrasse
a prime spot to lie up out of the hustle
and bustle of tide, current and swell
and ambush anything which dares pass
its lair. These are often my first starting
point when I reach a new mark.
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Who knows what lurks
below the boulders... a
giant goby!
I try and locate the gullies and then begin
to methodically work a lure up the edges.
If you take a look at the video in this
article you will see I have done exactly the
same thing using a 10g weed less jig head,
a Molix Sligozzo and my trusty Illex S 210
M lure rod. I have allowed the lure to sink
and then begun twitching and hopping
it back towards me, trying to focus along
the margins where a wrasse is likely to be
located under the ledges and cracks – as
you will see it didn’t take long for one to
have a rattle at the lure!

Gearing up for another
Alderney wrasse session
over shallow water
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Gullies may not always be as obvious
as cracks or channels at the edge of the
rocks. Submerged gullies can be trickier
to spot but when you do locate them,

they are equally as deadly for teasing out
a wrasse. The video footage will show me
fishing over a small bay with a large fort in
the background. Half way across there is a
gully which you can see at low water. I am
fishing around the top of the tide where
the gully is completely submerged but
a few casts over to it soon produce the
goods.
Low water is a great time to get out
and explore your marks as it will give an
insight into what the fish are using to their
advantage. Aerial photography or satellite
images also help to locate gutters, gullies
and ridges which you can use as starting
or focus points on your sessions.
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Shallows:

deep water - boy was I missing a trick!

As I mentioned previously, my whole
outlook on wrasse fishing has changed
since moving here and if I had to choose
one aspect which has been the most
interesting it would have to be water
depth. From my bait fishing days I
always looked, like most people, for

I have now nailed numerous wrasse
in under 4ft of water! You will see from
some of the photos how shallow we are
fishing and in many cases you can watch
the wrasse follow the lures from quite a
distance before they nail it. This may be
a strange comparison but it looks and

feels similar to the numerous GT videos
I have watched on the internet where
they fish large flats. Okay, a wrasse isn’t
going to fight like a GT but you can’t
help but loose yourself for a moment
when it is 20 degrees plus outside, the
water is crystal clear and you have a 4lb
wrasse hunting your lure down before
engulfing it and screeching off ... and

Warm rocky shallows - I will
never neglect them again for
great wrasse sport! Just look
at how shallow this wrasse is
feeding in the inset picture!
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you can watch it all unfold in front of
you - it doesn’t get any better!
Sadly, the UK and Ireland have no
real heavy weight lure predators like
other parts of Europe but the way I see
it, you make the most of what you have
and to me the wrasse, for pure brute
force and grunt, ranks up there with
the mighty bass.
This may come as
a shock to most of
you as I am a self
confessed bass
junkie but take
on a 5lb wrasse
on well balanced
lure gear and you
will soon see what
I am on about they are a force
to be reckoned
with! Having little
or no commercial
value, and living
where they live
(areas not readily
accessible by
boats), wrasse are
happily abundant
around our shores
in comparison to
most other species
these days – there
are always good
numbers of fish to
target.
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States of tide:
Tide is perhaps the most important
factor which dictates when a marine
fish feeds and for wrasse it is no different. Going by past preconceptions
of what wrasse fishing is I would have
always assumed high tide was best
due to water depth but of course I
now know this isn’t always the case.
Most of my best wrasse fishing
here has been on dropping tides all
the way down to low water and I
can only assume this is because the
wrasse are lying up among boulders
or in gullies waiting for the bays
and reefs to drain and suck out all
the food past them as they wait in
ambush.
In saying this I have also found it
hard to get my head around areas of
ground which are bone dry and low
water and say 2 hours into the flood
are carpeted with wrasse which have
moved in to terrorise the resident
crabs, gobies and blennies. I have
said it before, and I will say it again,
but there is no substitute for putting
the hours in and building up an indepth knowledge of your local area.
This has become more apparent
since my move than ever before, with
some marks producing nothing on a
flood and as soon as the tide turns
and begins to drop I have had over 20
or 30 fish from the same small area plenty of food for thought.
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A cracking recent fish
caught over a rocky
reef on a dropping tide
- we need to rethink our
approach to wrasse!

Will we ever
understand the
wrasse?
For it being such a
common species
around our coastline,
I don’t think we truly
know the reasons
and habits behind the
humble wrasse - all
you have to do is look
how quickly it has been
developed as a lure
species after being
nearly classed a ‘bait
only’ target fish. I talked
before in other articles
about their attitude
towards lures in terms
of being predatory or
simply reactionary but
it still remains a bit
of a grey area among
anglers.
For many it maybe
doesn’t matter, they
fight hard and put up
a great scrap but there
is that little part of me
that is intrigued and
forever curious as to
the reasons why they
hit lures ... but for now
they are providing all
the rod bending action
I need to get my daily
lure fix!
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Man can learn a lot from fishing when the fish are biting no problem
in the world is big enough to be
remembered.
Orlando A. Battista
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Thanks for reading...
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Casting a new eye on angling

